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[A profanity riddled Christmas trailer featuring the anti-White, anti-Christian jewess Sarah 
Silverman. The now removed comment section on YouTube was heavily critical of the 

message. BTW, the title “Santa Inc” also happens to be an anagram of “Satanic” if you leave 
out an “n“!

NOTE: Comments (some hilariously negative) included here.
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NOTE: Users can help improve the quality of this transcript by putting corrections in the 
Comment section. Thanks.

 

 

 

TRANSCRIPT
(2:53 mins)

 

[00:00]

 

(SLEIGH BELLS RINGING)



 

 

CANDY SMALLS (jewess): When you’re a kid, there’s only one day a year more special 
than any other day.

 

[Image – Note the six pointed jewish star atop the Christmas tree.]
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And that day is Christmas. And we are the magic behind that day.

 

 

So let’s get these fucking kids, some fucking presents!

 

(CHEERING) ♪ (DRAMATIC, FESTIVE MUSIC PLAYS) ♪
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BLACK GUY: May I present the hardest working man in snowbiz! Good golly he’s jolly! 
Our own Santa Claus! Applause!

 

SANTA: Hey, Merry Christmas! [female elf flashes tits] Whoa, you’re on my naughty 
list!
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FROM THE CREATORS OF SAUSAGE PARTY
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CANDY  (jewess): Good news, sir, more American kids believe in you than they do in 
vaccines, or the “Holocaust”.

 

 

SANTA: That’s great. I mean, disheartening for America, but great for us.

 

REPORTER: I’m here from the North Pole Times. Have you decided who will succeed you 
as Santa Claus?

 

SANTA: Subtext, “Santa’s old and knocking on death’s door“. Fuck you!
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I mean… good question, I’ll give it some serious thought… Ho, ho, ho. Bye. ♪

 

(UPBEAT MUSIC PLAYS) ♪
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Old Green Elf [Joo voice]: There have been many Santa Claus’ throughout history. Some 
were loved, others loathed! But the position of Santa has mostly been a White man’s game.

 

 

CANDY (jewess): Exactly! it’s fucking crazy! Things have gotta change!
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Old Green Elf  [Joo voice]: My advice to you is — Whoa! If I die, get rid of my porn!

 

[Image: Old Green Elf is blown into the air by a sudden gust of wind, and references his porn 
collection.] 
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CANDY (jewess): I want to be the next Santa.

 

 

BROWN FEMALE 1: If this is your dream, you have to at least make your case, bitch!
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BROWN FEMALE 2: You gotta get intimate that dolly bitch, bitch!

 

[This suggests that she’s to get into a sexual relationship with Mrs Santa, who is later seen 
flashing her tits.]

 

 

CANDY (jewess): I know you’re right. But do you really have to call me “bitch” every time 
you say something?
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BROWN FEMALE 2: Yes, bitch! Because it’s empowering to call you bitch! Bitch!

 

 

WHITE GUY: Let’s go over what we know. Santa and the board are all-male and all-White! 
They play golf. Drink. Smoke cigars.
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Say things like, “Don’t ever marry your mistress.”

 

 

CANDY (jewess): Just so you know, [3 White guys and a green elf guy] the women of 
the North Pole make fun of one of your dicks. Have fun wondering whose it is.
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♪ (“CHRISTMAS” BY DARLENE LOVE PLAYS) ♪

 

 

What I need to learn is how to bro-out with these guys. Shoot the shit, do shots, shoot shots 
of shit.
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[Image: Santa and his mates peeing into the snow bank.]

 

[A NEW SANTA]
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SANTA [To his wife]: She has ideas, but can she really be the face of Christmas?
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[Image: Note the jewish sidelocks/payot (sideburns) common among orthodox male jews.]

 

CANDY (jewess): [SCREAMS] Woo-hoo!

 

[SANTA IS COMING TO TOWN — SARAH SILVERMAN, SETH 
ROGEN]
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[Image: Mrs Santa Claus flashing her tits.]
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[Image; Elf peeing out of window]
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CANDY (jewess): I’ll be named successor, or die trying!

 

[Image: Polar bear security guy tasering black guy with Christmas lights cable]
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SANTA: Merry Christmas! And to all, a kick ass night!

 

 

[2:53]
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END

top

 

============================================

NOTES

 



————-

Thomas Hardy, in the YouTube comments, left these handy old Russian proverbs. 
Apparently Russians had a strong dislike for elves!

 

A Elf is like a pig: nothing hurts, but he keeps squealing.

If you lack a devil in your home, invite a Elf in.

A Elf’s love is worse than a hangman’s noose.

You want to ruin a Elf, don’t do business with him.

The Elf will always tell you what happened to him, but he will never tell 
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you why.

A baptised Elf is like a tamed wolf.

Call a Elf your brother and he will call himself your father.

Run with Elves, wake up with sins.

For a Elf, souls are cheaper than coins.

A Elf will say he was beaten, but will never say for what.

The Elf cries out in pain as he strikes you.

Invite a Elf in your house for a day and you won’t get rid of him in a 
year.

A Elf is always ready to cross himself if he profits from it.

Whoever serves a Elf will not avoid disaster.

A Elf takes you not by force, but by temptation.

First a Elf treats you to a drink, then he makes you a drunkard.

A Elf stinks as badly as he looks.

Where a Elf walks, men’s tears flow.

A Elf in business is like a leech on the skin.

A Elf boasts of things a gentile repents for.

Pandering to a Elf is no different from being a thief yourself.

What God loves, a Elf discards.

While you drink, a Elf steals your money.



Wherever a Elf goes, misfortune brews.

A Elf is nourished by mischief.

A Elf’s hands love the labor of others.

Where a Elf goes, bribes follow.

============================================
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soon as a car was loaded, it would be set in motion on an inclined plane that traveled at full 
speed down a corridor. At the end of the corridor there was a wall, the door opened 
automatically, and the car would dip forward and pitch its cargo of living elves into the oven. 
Right behind it came another car with another load, and so on”
Read more
33
REPLY

toyotoyo
3 hours ago



“I hope the elves did kill Santa, and if he ever comes back, I hope we kill him again.”
-Sarah Silverman
54
REPLY

Alex
1 hour ago
6 million presents? There’s no way Santa could’ve delivered THAT many presents. That’s just 
impossible.
26
REPLY
View reply

Jean Kühl
1 hour ago
The Elf is immunized against all dangers : one may call him a scoundrel, parasite, swindler, 
profiteer, it all runs of him like water off a raincoat. But call him an Elf and you will be 
astonished at how he recoils, how injured he is, how he suddenly shrinks back: ‘I’ve been 
found out’.
26
REPLY

Rus Shackleford
5 hours ago
This sort of content is the real reason the dislike counter was taken away.
840
REPLY
View 8 replies

Barnaby Jones
4 hours ago
I’m so proud of this community.
94
REPLY

Centurion04
3 hours ago
The comments section on this subversive tripe gives me hope that people are waking up to 
the problem.
Absolutely based, lads. Keep up the good work.
41
REPLY
View 2 replies

hoplite
59 minutes ago
This is why they removed the dislikes, to give you the illusion that people just lay down and 
accept this.
37
REPLY

ObiWanCannolii



1 hour ago
Experiment: Over the next week or two ask 10 to 20 people randomly their nationality. You 
will here things like “German, Irish, Polish, Russian, Haitian, French, etc”. Oddly, if you ask 
an elf they will always say “I’m elfish”. This is because nationality doesn’t matter to them. 
They are elves before anything else. They don’t have a true nationality. Their elfishness is all 
that matters. Perhaps this why they never have assimilated in any of the 109 countries 
they’ve been kicked out of. The elf only holds 2 percent of the population at the North Pole 
yet they run the film, news and media divisions. Most strangely, these same elves have made 
yet another film to mock the Christian beliefs of the majority. That 22K people so far are 
finally seeing this is enlightening.
Read more
16
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Dixon Uranus
6 hours ago
This looks even better than last year’s “Rudolph the Hook-Nosed Reindeer”.
1.3K
REPLY
View 13 replies

T-Rex Trollbane
3 hours ago
Call me crazy, but i’m starting to think that the Grinch was right about the Elves.
38
REPLY

Bitcoin Zoomer
1 hour ago (edited)
I just think it’s more likely Santa wasn’t able to give all the Elfs their cookies in the middle of 
the largest Christmas season in all of history. It was a logistics issue.
24
REPLY

Lorditalian
3 hours ago
Unfortunately, while Santa’s sleigh was parked in L.A. It was robbed 15 times.
25
REPLY
View reply

Carl Stemmer
4 hours ago
In this comment section: You get a like, you get a like, everyone gets a like
33
REPLY
View 2 replies

Deneuve
9 hours ago (edited)
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my Christmas spirit will rise from the 
grave and the whole world will know that I was right.” — Santa Claus
872



REPLY
View 19 replies

Kil Smiley
2 hours ago
If ever a generation was more deserving of Judgement Day, I can’t imagine it having existed.
35
REPLY

AmazinglyGayPhil
3 hours ago
Looks better than last years movie.
A Fist Full Of Shekles.
27
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View 3 replies

Dread Pirate
3 hours ago
Neo:
What are you trying to tell me? That I can check the early life?
Morpheus:
No, Neo. I’m trying to tell you that when you’re ready, you won’t have to.
40
REPLY

Sam
1 hour ago
If the elves think they can intimidate us with their hidden threats, they’d better watch out. 
Our patience has its limits!
22
REPLY

Random Humanoid
1 day ago
For those who can’t see the dislikes, it’s currently at 5.2k dislikes, but they´re removing the 
dislike to protect the “small” channels 

😂

2.6K
REPLY
View 76 replies

Jen Zen
3 hours ago
Leave it to Hebrews to culturally appropriate Christian and European holidays symbols like 
father Christmas. And degrade it with cursing and pornography.
And y’all wonder why youre universally hated.
23
REPLY
View reply

Twitching Buck



4 hours ago
“How do you do, fellow humans?” “I’m not human, I’m an elf.”
61
REPLY

hoplite
56 minutes ago (edited)
The side story about the mutt goblins and how they became enthralled by the elves to protect 
them at any cost and attack all their critics was interesting to say the least.
12
REPLY

Billy
4 hours ago
When they kicked open the wooden door to the Kitchen of Mrs. Claus, the GE oven range 
was still smoldering, the stench of gingerbread everywhere. Discarded cans of the baking 
soda were strewn about the floor… for all the world to see.
18
REPLY
View 2 replies

OVS
5 hours ago (edited)
A true elf Hunter doesn’t even need to check Elfpedia early life section, a true elf Hunter goes 
purely off of instinct
667
REPLY
View 5 replies

supernal power
4 hours ago (edited)
what they don’t tell you in this movie is that the elves destroyed the economy and morality of 
snowman land and blamed them for a world war then they funded Santa’s rise to power. it 
was all a plot to take land that the reindeer had lived in for a few thousand years, and resettle 
it as elf land. the elves still burn out reindeer settlements today as they expand their elf land 
boarders, they keep power over the snowmen by using the guilt of evil santa as a way to 
demoralize and manipulate the snow men into wage slavery, and many snowmen wonder 
when a new santa will come and free the them from the usury of the elves.
Read more
16
REPLY

M C M
3 hours ago
Best Christmas movie since A Christmas Carol – a chilling tale where industrious and 
intelligent hero Ebenezer Scrooge has to battle three evil ghosts trying to steal his rightfully 
earned life’s work
12
REPLY
View reply

DeadNinjutsu
4 hours ago (edited)



‘If someone is attacked by the Elves, that is a sure sign of his virtue. He who is not persecuted 
by the Elves, or who is praised by them, is useless and dangerous.’
18
REPLY

antithetical
4 hours ago
Those aren’t elves, they’re goblins who “took out” the elves and are now impersonating them
32
REPLY

Ryan P
9 hours ago
For those who can’t see the dislikes, this is sitting at 6 million dislikes.
1.9K
REPLY
View 59 replies

Myself
1 hour ago (edited)
I think there is a resurgence in anti-Elfism because at this point in time the North Pole has 
not yet learned how to be multicultural. The North Pole isn’t going to he the monolithic 
society we saw in the last century. Elves are going to be at the centre of that transformation – 
which MUST take place. And elves will be resented for that. It’s a huge transformation for 
the North Pole to make – they are now going into multicultural mode. And elves will be 
resented because of our leading role, but without that leading role and without that 
transformation Christmas will not survive.
Read more
19
REPLY

White Male
4 hours ago
The IMDB for this movie reads like a Tel-Aviv phone book.
40
REPLY
View 3 replies

Sam
1 hour ago
“Those who want to live, let them fight, and those who do not want to fight in this world of 
eternal struggle do not deserve to live.” – Santa probably
10
REPLY

Greensha Dowcat
2 hours ago (edited)
How come these Elves only want other Elves in their realm, but whenever it’s about other 
creatures they demand a multicreatural society.
30
REPLY



TrashPanda
8 hours ago
*Checks early life of Sarah and Seth*….makes complete sense why they hate Christmas
684
REPLY
View 7 replies

C A
39 minutes ago
What happens when you let people of other religions and ethnicities “join in” with your 
culture.
Note the level of respect they show. And the amount of political messaging.
18
REPLY

Fellow Pete
4 hours ago
Of course the entire cast is all real life elves
44
REPLY

Fauci Tortured’Puppies
3 hours ago
We should make a Hanukkah movie and use “Cake toppers” for the candles and ELF noses 
for dradels. And all the elves are gassed. Just 2 hours of gassing elves, and a few fart jokes, 
just to pay homage to Seth Rogan and his brilliance. The movie should be called Hadren and 
Elfdolf fix all the world’s Problems.
14
REPLY

Richard
51 minutes ago
Star of David on the Christmas tree. “And WE are the magic behind that day.” The arrogance 
of the elves is astounding.
19
REPLY

Tong McDong
9 hours ago
The scene where the elves set up a blackmailing ring with trafficked children to have control 
over north pole politicians was SUPERB
1.2K
REPLY
View 10 replies

ElectricityIsAGhost
2 hours ago
“Christmas was real in my mind” -Elfie Weasel upon admitting that his book ‘Christmas 
Night’ was entirely fabricated
26
REPLY



Budget Forecaster
3 hours ago
We really need a final solution to these movies.
32
REPLY

Never Forget
2 hours ago
0:36 We can never forget the six million elves, truly a sad incident that SHOULD’VE never 
HAPPENED.
16
REPLY

burnsidepdx
2 hours ago
…but if you call him an Elf he will recoil in horror as if he’s been caught.
28
REPLY

Based
6 hours ago
I’ve done the math and it’s impossible by any measure that Santa could have gift wrapped, 
labeled and delivered over 6 million presents in the short 4 hour window all while dealing 
with other issues.
199
REPLY
View reply

Peter Allegro
3 hours ago
I almost thought the title of this movie was “Satanic” instead of “SantaInc”
27
REPLY
View reply

APG95
4 hours ago
I find it quite interesting that Elves spend so much time whining about Reindeer supremacy, 
when they themselves believe Elves are God’s chosen race of people.
26
REPLY

ilikemyyz
1 hour ago
It seems strange to claim that powdered sugar would be used to frost the gingerbread people, 
even though Mrs. Klaus had tens of thousands of tubs of Sarin brand frosting that weren’t 
being used. And no trace of powdered sugar was found on the walls of any of the bakeries at 
all..
13
REPLY

Digital Soldier



3 hours ago (edited)
Fun fact: The elves got typhoid & starved when the reindeer couldn’t get through because the 
supply chain was cut…by the reindeers “allies”
14
REPLY

John Mason
8 hours ago
>Seth Rogan plays an insufferable abomination
>sarah silverman plays a goblin thing
Glad to see we’re sticking as close to real life as possible with these roles
914
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View 4 replies

Twitching Buck
4 hours ago
Elves and humans look exactly alike! “Pointy ears” is a anti-elfetic stereotype that cartoons 
brainwashed us with!
21
REPLY

darke pankakes
4 hours ago
“Disheartening for Americans but good for us” classic elf behaviour
26
REPLY

8jij Joo
2 hours ago (edited)
The elves have been expelled from hundreds of icebergs but it’s never their fault
21
REPLY

Squirrel / Syrup
2 hours ago
Made by those who not only don’t understand Christmas, but hate it.
19
REPLY
View reply

The Johhny#2
21 hours ago
You really think Santa could have baked six million gingerbread cookies in just 5 years?
1.3K
REPLY
View 30 replies

Frank Sinatra Groyper
4 hours ago
“Hey, is it considered molestation if the child makes the first move? I’m gonna need a quick 
answer on this” -Sarah Silverman



16
REPLY

Kil Smiley
2 hours ago
I really hope Seth Rogan gets to feel the purely raw visceral impression he and his work 
inspired among so many of us.
12
REPLY

michaelseparovich
4 hours ago
the comment section here makes me understand why big tech keeps limiting peoples speech. 
everyone can see through the programming.
24
REPLY
View reply

Q Q
41 minutes ago
Schindler’s making a list and checking it twice, he’s gonna find out who’s naughty or nice..
16
REPLY

Mack Ross
6 hours ago
Santa wasn’t trying to exterminate the elves, he was trying to relocate them to a different 
workshop in Madagascar.
347
REPLY
View 5 replies

Darren Crawford
2 hours ago
1.2K likes and 21K dislikes, ratio of 20/1. Says it all really that the majority of people are fed 
up with this rubbish
19
REPLY
View reply

Day Dreamer
3 hours ago
I can’t wait to make six millions lampshades out of those disgusting elves.
19
REPLY

Ernst Heidegger
2 hours ago
Santa’s patience has its limits.
23



REPLY

The Vampyr
1 hour ago
“ A toyshop has the Elves it deserves. Just as reindeer can thrive and settle only in tundras, 
likewise the former can only thrive in the tundras of our sins.” Corneliu Cornuleţe
11
REPLY

Wooden Door
8 hours ago
Long after he’s gone, Santa will rise from the chimney and in the end everyone will know 
who was on the naughty list.
361
REPLY
View 5 replies

Senko S.
1 hour ago
the elfs shamelessness is only rivaled by his bottomless audacity
15
REPLY

Lewis Trotter
1 hour ago
The comment section here is infinitely funnier than anything the small hats could ever 
dream of creating
34
REPLY

Slick Stevie
49 minutes ago
Imagine transporting millions of presents on trains half way across the North Poll just to 
wrap them somewhere else.
12
REPLY

Chaim Witz
4 hours ago
Bros, I’m starting to think this Grinch guy might be right.
19
REPLY

Arrapaa Rotkelo
8 hours ago
The Elf is immunized against all dangers: one may call her a gift unwrapper, coal depositor, 
cookie stealer, toy destroyer, it all runs off her like milk off a candy cane. But call her an Elf 
and you will be astonished at how she recoils, how injured she is, how she suddenly shrinks 
back: “I’ve been found out.”
Dislike btw.
240
REPLY



View reply

Johnny Klootwijk
2 hours ago
It was not part of his blood, It came to him very late, With long arrears to make good, When 
Santa began to hate.
He were not easily moved, he was icy — willing to wait Till every count should be proved, Ere 
Santa began to hate.
His voice was even and low. His eyes were level and straight. There was neither sign nor 
show When Santa Claus began to hate.
It was not preached to the crowd. It was not taught by the state. No man spoke it aloud When 
Santa began to hate.
It was not suddently bred. It will not swiftly abate. Through the chilled years ahead, When 
Time shall count from the date That Santa Claus began to hate.
Read more
10
REPLY
View 2 replies

WagieWojak
4 hours ago
20 seconds in an already referencing the holocaust. The elves just can’t help themselves.
27
REPLY
View reply

Steve Brady
3 hours ago
How many elves can fit in a sleigh? 1 in the front 2 in the back and about 6 million in the 
ashtray.
20
REPLY

Seoc H20
3 hours ago
“The elf cries out in pain as he strikes you.” – North Pole proverb
15
REPLY

Adamguy2003
2 days ago (edited)
It warms my heart and helps put me in the Christmas spirit to see that so many people are 
speaking out against this dreck. I was half- expecting to see the comments section filled with 
a bunch of stoned millennials saying things like “This looks SOOOO funny! We need a female 
Santa! SMASH THE PATRIARCHY!”
There’s hope for the future of Christmas after all!
Read more
1.2K
REPLY
View 29 replies

2HAND 2BANANA
3 hours ago



Did you know that Lucky Larry the Elf took out a massive insurance policy on his toy towers 
before the sleighs crashed? His policy covered sleigh crashes. How curious.
13
REPLY

imTiMoN
46 minutes ago (edited)
Never forget the King Santa Hotel Bombing, when Elves dressed up as Eskimo workers and 
proceeded to blow up the hotel, 91 people of various nationalities were killed, and 46 were 
injured.
13
REPLY

Forgotten Patriot
3 hours ago
and for no reason at all, Santa was voted into power.
20
REPLY

Lugh Samildanach
2 hours ago
Fun fact for you kiddos. The first soviet government was over 80% elf! How wacky is that!
17
REPLY

Orkhiss
12 hours ago (edited)
Possibly the most Jewish Christmas movie I’ve ever seen. Moreso than Christmas with the 
Kranks.
305
REPLY
View reply

Daedalus
2 hours ago (edited)
Did you know the first Snowman-to-Snowwoman surgery was performed by an Elf named 
Magnus HirschElfd
18
REPLY

ivan
2 hours ago
There is quite literally nothing they won’t turn into a perverted and slanderous parody
14
REPLY
View 3 replies

Daniel Archer
48 minutes ago
The ultimate goal must definitely be the removal of the Elves altogether.
15



REPLY

Twitching Buck
3 hours ago
Premise: “All reindeer are inherently naughty.” Premise: “All naughty people must be 
eliminated.” Conclusion: “WHOA WHOA WHOA! DON’T START MAKING C*NSP*RACY 
THEORIES!”
9
REPLY

Max Power
6 hours ago
It perplexes me to this day how the elves control all the gingerbread houses, the sleighs and 
the toy making factories despite only making up less than 1% of the population in the north 
pole.
345
REPLY
View 2 replies

Horayo
3 hours ago (edited)
Why do the elves claim their land is their land when they clearly took over reindeer land? 
These elves are out of control
17
REPLY

socialmoravec
4 hours ago
Another movie that attacks Western traditional values, with poorly written humor.
22
REPLY
View reply

Anoniem Anoniem
2 hours ago
The Austrian painter was so right
23
REPLY

Woke
4 hours ago
Countdown until Elf appears on the ADL website starts now.
19
REPLY
View reply

Grim2
3 days ago
This is why Youtube hid the dislike count.
3K
REPLY



View 82 replies

Daedalus
2 hours ago
Did you know most self-hating snow men are actually Elves in disguise?
17
REPLY
View reply

Joe Pelidelculo
36 minutes ago
It’s incredible to think that elves today live in a country once occupied by gingerbread men, I 
wonder how they got away with all of those war-pranks against the gingerbread men over the 
years, they even got candies of mass destruction and no one ever said a thing
7
REPLY

Kiwo
4 hours ago
This comment section is like an early christmas gift
20
REPLY

Fisch2k4
4 hours ago
a long line of old and white Santas has made Christmas what it is today.
its the greatest Holiday on the planet.
why do they want to change this? the jolliness. the spirit. everything because of old white 
Santas.
elves can only destroy, not create.
Read more
10
REPLY

Taylor DeWitt
2 days ago
This is a family Christmas movie for the new American family, two 30 years old’s who hate 
each other and have no kids but still consider themselves in a “relationship.”
1.5K
REPLY
View 19 replies

Eli Harman
1 hour ago
This is the most subversive Christmas story since “Rudolf the red nosed Raindeer” tried to 
make Christmas about accepting weirdos with strange noses…
9
REPLY

Kaiser Wilhelm II
46 minutes ago
Why are Reindeer not allowed to have groups that represent them, but elves, goblins, and 



trolls are allowed?
12
REPLY

Kayla White
2 hours ago
At least Kyle Gingerbreadhouse got off for elf defense
17
REPLY

Dislike Button
3 hours ago
“Humanity would sink into eternal darkness, it would fall into a dull and primitive state, 
were the elves to win this war”
16
REPLY

KremlinBase
1 day ago
And then for no reason at all people voted Santa in to power where he worked to dispel the 
“elves” sabotaging his gingerbread house, the “elves” who had already previously been kicked 
out of 109 other gingerbread houses, through absolutely no fault of their own of course just 
purely random factors
1.5K
REPLY

View 33 replies

Captain Tim Curry
53 minutes ago
And then one Christmas, for absolutely no reason at all…
12
REPLY

TrenchcoatNinja3
4 hours ago
The elf cries out in pain as he stabs you in the back.
16
REPLY
View reply

CharlieMomo
2 hours ago (edited)
So many toys made in just one factory in 5 years. It’s just not possible. That would mean they 
would have to make 3 toys a minute. It takes 2 hours to make 1 toy with modern technology. 
Back then it took 4 hours to just make a toy. It just isn’t possible
8
REPLY

NexusOne
4 hours ago



I think the ADL just made this trailer to fundraise off the comments.
19
REPLY
View reply

tpr311
3 days ago (edited)
Everytime they say white change it to black, then change man to woman and think about 
how well that would go over.
703
REPLY
View 17 replies

Chaos VII
2 hours ago
How did Santa write the naughty list in ball point pen when it wasn’t even invented yet?
10
REPLY

DefiantIrishman
1 hour ago
Fun fact: “Santa” is an anagram of “Satan”
Elves are the Synagogue of Santa
9
REPLY

Daedalus
2 hours ago
Did you know Elves were kicked out of 109 countries before landing at the North Pole?
13
REPLY

Twitching Buck
4 hours ago
“Santa is evil, get rid of him!” Elfbraham Sugarplumstein.
13
REPLY

Quincy
11 hours ago
Santa doesn’t mind his sleigh getting broken into, it’s happened to him multiple times. 
Sometimes he gets a cool little reward, like a knife, or heroin needles!
506
REPLY
View reply

Dumble Diner
3 hours ago (edited)
The North Pole isn’t going to be the monolithic society we saw in the last century. Elves are 
going to be at the centre of that. It’s a huge transformation for the North Pole to make – they 
are now going into multicultural mode. And elves will be resented because of our leading 
role, but without that leading role and without that transformation Christmas will not 



survive.
10
REPLY
View reply

S 1asherr
4 hours ago
>creates movie about Christmas AKA Christ’s birthday despite not believing in it
>makes it subversive
You merchants are getting dangerously bold
11
REPLY

Lelouch Vi Britannia
4 hours ago
The Elf cries out in pain as he strikes you
17
REPLY

MisterAlerion
3 hours ago
and I thought Bad Santa was anti-Christian propaganda, have mercy this is simply 
despicable
11
REPLY

Wolfie
12 hours ago
This is the movie equivalent of smashing an SUV into a Waukesha Christmas parade.
1.1K
REPLY
View 12 replies

Jack M
2 hours ago (edited)
“…than they do [believe] in vaccines or the holocaust…”
The Elf cries out in pain as he strikes you.
10
REPLY

supernal power
17 minutes ago (edited)
to understand why santa hates the international elves, you first have to ask what the 
international elves did to santa and his people.
7
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
A Elf is like a pig: nothing hurts, but he keeps squealing. Russian Proverb
12
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Twitching Buck
3 hours ago
“You look around Santa’s workshop and you see the humanest f*cking room in the history of 
time. It’s just unbelievably human. And I just thought, we’re hiring more toymakers and we 
have an opportunity to do anything we want…”
-Elf-Elf Earbrams.
When Earbrams visited Santa’s workshop, Buddy was the only human, everyone else was an 
elf.
Read more
5
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Sergeant Major Gross
7 hours ago
Surely the wooden doors on peoples houses can’t withstand the sheer joy of Christmas!
649
REPLY
View 3 replies

vgnhdhe
1 hour ago
Why did elves make a CHRISTMAS movie? I thought elves didn’t like christmas, especially 
Sarah Silverman
9
REPLY

ThePointlessBox_
1 hour ago
“Santa there’s no way we can bake that many cookies in a single chrismas season, thats 
absurd”
6
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W M
1 hour ago
Merry Christmas to everyone in this heart warming comment section!
14
REPLY

cybersquidarmy squid
4 hours ago
Why do elves shave the carrot and eat the skin every time a snowman is made?
14
REPLY

Hero101010
8 hours ago
>The more I argued with them that they were on the naughty list, the better I came to know 



their dialectic.

First they counted on the stupidity of their adversary, concealing their bad deeds, and then, 
when there was no other way out, they themselves simply played stupid.

If all this didn’t help, they pretended not to understand, or, if challenged, they changed the 
subject in a hurry, quoted platitudes which, if you accepted them, they immediately related 
to entirely different matters, placing themselves on the good boys and girls list, and then, if 
again attacked, gave ground and pretended not to know exactly what you were talking about.

Whenever you tried to attack one of these apostles of naughtiness, your hand closed on a 
jelly-like slime which divided up and poured through your fingers, but in the next moment 
collected again into an argument why they were really the good boys and girls.

But if you really struck one of these fellows so telling a blow that, observed by the audience, 
he couldn’t help but agree he belonged on the naughty list, and if you believed that this had 
taken you at least one step forward, your amazement was great the next day.

The Naughty Boy or Girl had not the slightest recollection of the day before, he rattled off his 
same old nonsense as though nothing at all had happened, and, if indignantly challenged, 
affected amazement; he couldn’t remember a thing about the naughty deeds, except that he 
had proved the correctness of his assertions the previous day.
Read more
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View 2 replies

Lewis Thornhill
1 hour ago (edited)
Once upon a time elves never worked at the north pole but in order for them to rule 
Christmas they built a factory at the pole, needing a mascot they went to Santa’s village, 
Santa poor and wishing for a better life was made into a star as no man or woman trusted 
elves because of what they did to the south pole before. The elves promised to spoil the 
children with toys and make the village parents work for them to pay for the presents giving 
the elves more and more power expanding there elvish domain across the snow globe. This is 
how the elves came to rule Christmas.
Read more
5
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Fauci Tortured’Puppies
3 hours ago
Time to team up the tribes and finally solve the ELF problem.
12
REPLY
View reply

Ven Tarfield
4 hours ago
Ahhh the elves trying to kill Jesus again. Classic elves.
15
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Twitching Buck
4 hours ago (edited)
Elves cry about “ElfFace” if a human plays them, yet far more often, Elves play humans. 
Elves whine about not having enough roles in Christmas movies, despite being 2% of the 
North Pole’s population and having 70% of all roles; humans are over half of the North Pole’s 
population and only 10% of all roles.
Elves: “80% of actors in Christmas movies are human! Too many! We need to get rid of 
human, in Christmas movies and in real life!” Elves count themselves as human only when 
it’s convenient.
Read more
7
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william visser
11 hours ago
I heard 600 Elves were frosted in the basement of Santa’s Workshop, but here’s what I never 
understood:

1) The frosting chambers had gingerbread doors, thus preventing an adequate seal from 
forming

2) Frosting was commonly used all over the world in an industrial capacity and there were 
much sweeter & more effective glazes Santa could’ve used instead

3) The bakery only had less than 20 ovens, yet I’m supposed to believe Santa baked over 600 
Elves by Christmas? Even running 24/7 Santa could only potentially bake 8 Elves per day, as 
it takes around 3-4 hours to bake an Elf; however, Santa would need to bake nearly 19 Elves 
per day for these numbers to make sense

4) Even after cracking Santa’s code there was still never any mention of a deliberate, 
industrial-scale campaign to frost the Elves. No documentation exists of any formal plan to 
frost the Elves, nor any mention of the frosting itself being intended to be used on Elves

5) Despite over 600 Elves being frosted, there were actually more Elves after Christmas than 
before.

6) All 600 Elves were supposedly frosted, baked, and then buried in a 33 acre plot that to 
this day has revealed zero evidence that any Elf remains are found there.

Sorry but this doesn’t add up
Read more
536
REPLY
View 17 replies

Kyle
3 hours ago



It is a small, rootless, international clique.
24
REPLY
View 2 replies

John Marks
3 hours ago
sees comment section
There is hope for humanity after all.
16
REPLY

DefiantIrishman
1 hour ago
And then one day, for no reason at all, people voted for the Grinch
10
REPLY

Richard
3 hours ago
Every elf should get turned into a lump of coal for Christmas.
10
REPLY

DaytonaPrototypes
3 days ago
This is why UToob removed the dislike button. So people can’t share their opinion on trash 
like this

👎

861
REPLY
View 11 replies

Mr Yes
4 hours ago
Do Jewish people believe in Santa Claus? Why are Jewish people voicing Christmas 
characters? Is this what happens when we save the Jews from the Germans? I think we 
faught on the wrong side.
15
REPLY

Sand man
2 hours ago
And then one day, for no reason at all, people elected Santa into power
12
REPLY

Khmer Rouge Gaming
2 hours ago
This movie is so good that even my boss, Adamantiumstein, recommends it!
7



REPLY

BeNot Silent
4 hours ago
I have nothing against the Elves themselves but the Elves are all Communists and these are 
my enemies. It is these I am fighting. All elves stick together like burrs. It is up to the Elves 
themselves to draw a dividing line between these different kinds. But they have not done 
that, and therefore, I must proceed uniformly against all Elvish kind.
13
REPLY

Jimmy Two-Times
6 hours ago
And then one day, for no reason at all, people voted Santa Claus into power
747
REPLY
View 4 replies

Ioray
52 minutes ago
The elf cries out in pain as he throws a snowball at you.
10
REPLY

fucking idiot
2 hours ago
“My fellow Elves, I think its time we start acknowledging our Elf-privilege and opt to elect a 
non Elf factory manager to ensure we are not bigoted and to encourage an inclusive and 
diverse working environment”
6
REPLY

Kaz
3 hours ago
The Christmas Spirit lives in this comment section!
16
REPLY

Luminescent Dark
1 hour ago (edited)
Did you know that elves population on North pole stayed the same from 1940-1945 and from 
then on only grew?
9
REPLY

NakMuayRoundhouse
18 hours ago (edited)
The more I argued with them that they were on the naughty list, the better I came to know 
their dialectic. First they counted on the stupidity of their adversary, concealing their bad 
deeds, and then, when there was no other way out, they themselves simply played stupid. If 
all this didn’t help, they pretended not to understand, or, if challenged, they changed the 
subject in a hurry, quoted platitudes which, if you accepted them, they immediately related 



to entirely different matters, placing themselves on the good boys and girls list, and then, if 
again attacked, gave ground and pretended not to know exactly what you were talking about. 
Whenever you tried to attack one of these apostles of naughtiness, your hand closed on a 
jelly-like slime which divided up and poured through your fingers, but in the next moment 
collected again into an argument why they were really the good boys and girls. But if you 
really struck one of these fellows so telling a blow that, observed by the audience, he couldn’t 
help but agree he belonged on the naughty list, and if you believed that this had taken you at 
least one step forward, your amazement was great the next day. The Naughty Boy or Girl had 
not the slightest recollection of the day before, he rattled off his same old nonsense as though 
nothing at all had happened, and, if indignantly challenged, affected amazement; he couldn’t 
remember a thing about the naughty deeds, except that he had proved the correctness of his 
assertions the previous day.
Read more
865
REPLY
View 20 replies

Ego Ex Nihil
2 hours ago
you know who made this movie when less than a minute into trailer someone mentions the 
Hohohoах
11
REPLY

BBG
3 hours ago (edited)
This movie is rated K for Kosher.
22
REPLY

C Beaudry
4 hours ago
“No offense but this sounds like some … commie gobblygook.”
-Norm Macdonald
13
REPLY

Macindog
42 minutes ago
“The Toyim are our slaves” – Prominent Elf.
15
REPLY

John
1 day ago (edited)
The “people” behind this movie are not like you. They do not share your culture, values or 
ethics, and that will never change.
1.1K
REPLY
View 22 replies

T-Rex Trollbane
3 hours ago (edited)



Why do the Elves constantly advocate for Santa to drop off thousands of toys from the Island 
of Misfit Toys into the Reindeer Stables?
12
REPLY

John H
4 hours ago
Why are anti-white films such as this OK to produce? I’m sick of it and so are many others.
14
REPLY

GimJibbo
2 hours ago
Wow. Its going to be great seeing a traditional story told from a different perspective!
They should’ve called this movie ‘The greatest story never told’ !
11
REPLY

Cretaceous Crusader
2 hours ago
The Elf Cries Out In Pain As He Strikes You.
11
REPLY

Josh 032
3 days ago
It’s a damn shame YouTube removed the dislike ratio
3.5K
REPLY
View 172 replies

Indycoone
4 hours ago
In comedy, it helps to have the jokes before the punchline.
7
REPLY

Josh F
3 hours ago
Oy vey the anti-elfism in these comments. This is just like the holofrost.
16
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
If you lack a devil in your home, invite a Elf in. Old Russian Proverb
10
REPLY

Meme Smith
4 hours ago



and look who does the voice acting? every.. single… time.
8
REPLY

Clown Mode
7 hours ago
Ever notice how elves are always pushing gingerbread-snowman hybridisation, but never 
among themselves?
185
REPLY
View reply

Jaquass
1 hour ago
1. One cannot fight the Elf by positive means. He is a negative, and this negative must be 
erased from the North Pole system or he will forever corrupt it.
2. One cannot discuss the Elfish question with the Elfs. One can hardly prove to a person 
that one has the duty to render him harmless.
3. One cannot allow the Elf the same means one would give an honest opponent, for he is no 
honorable opponent. He will use generosity and nobility only to trap his enemy.
Read more
5
REPLY
View reply

nt12 t
3 hours ago
What do Sarah Silverman, Seth Rogan, and Leslie Grossman have in common
10
REPLY

LorenzKamo
3 hours ago
Anybody have any good show recommendations that aren’t produced and casted by elves?
12
REPLY
View 2 replies

Budget Forecaster
2 hours ago
I wish I could dislike this 1487 more times.
15
REPLY
View reply

MonsoonLagoon
8 hours ago (edited)
“ELVES could be here” Santa thought as he filled up his sleigh, “I’ve never been to this part 
of the North Pole before. There could be ELVES anywhere.” the frosty wind felt good against 
his bare chest. “I HATE ELVES.” he thought. ‘Baby It’s Cold Outside’ reverberated his entire 
sleigh making it pulsate even as $9 eggnog circulated through his powerful thick veins and 
washed away his (merited) fears of goblins after dark. “With a sleigh, you can go anywhere 
you want” he said to himself out loud.



Read more
347
REPLY
View 12 replies

JohnMark SmithMiller
4 hours ago
Santa cries out in pain as he slides down your chimney
12
REPLY
View reply

devilsden
3 hours ago
Elves must subvert the traditions of their host nation.
15
REPLY

B C
4 hours ago (edited)
International Elvery has declared war on Santa after he instituted a labor backed currency 
for the North Pole.
15
REPLY

fucking idiot
1 hour ago
The same people that had Christ crucified are now making a mockery of a holiday dedicated 
to Him. Never forget how much they hated His Holiness, and never forget they hate you for 
worshipping Him.
10
REPLY

scaren67
1 day ago
Hey Seth, can you do a film about how the NBA is mostly black and have white characters 
tear it down for themselves next?!
1.5K
REPLY
View 21 replies

dunk88
52 minutes ago
The elf cries out in pain as it breaks your toy
13
REPLY

Ecology of Man
2 hours ago
This movie is getting so many now hidden dislikes “elves” will build memorials to 
commemorate it.
8



REPLY

Daniel Archer
47 minutes ago
Hence today I believe that I am acting in accordance with the will of the Almighty Creator: by 
defending myself against the Elf, I am fighting for the work of the Lord.
7
REPLY

Radio Ruin
3 hours ago
So you’re telling me that 900,000 elves were buried, dug up and incinerated on open air 
grills until not but ash remain in a year and a half? idunno, man, sounds kinda sus
9
REPLY

DeeCee
6 hours ago
You can safely say that with movies like this, it’s not about making money anymore, it’s 
about widespread demoralisation.
722
REPLY
View 18 replies

Tennessee Jack
3 hours ago
Watching this trailer makes me want to put more than just gingerbread men into the oven
5
REPLY

Zoomer Jack
4 hours ago
Which is more possible? 109k dislikes or 6 million dislikes?
11
REPLY
View 2 replies

MCMR
3 hours ago
I hate the Anti-Christ-mas.
21
REPLY

Miz
1 hour ago
You can say about elves what you want but they make excellent christmas tree decorations. I 
wish we could hang elves in trees year round!!!
4
REPLY

Adam Holloway



7 hours ago
The true magic of Santa is that if you question his ability to deliver 6 million presents in 1 
night or ask for proof that it happened, they shut your social media down. Can’t figure out 
why.
189
REPLY
View reply

Aaron Nagy
4 hours ago
The character design leaves me thunderstruck!
6
REPLY

Oy Vxy! Never FORGET Six Gowillian
2 hours ago
Shalom, I’m already a huge fan of this movie.
25
REPLY
View reply

Alan Sharpe
2 hours ago (edited)
Who insists their behavior in each country was fine, despite being ejected from 109?
Elves. The answer is elves.
Read more
8
REPLY

ApplachiaMarv
3 hours ago
The elf cries out “thief” as he steals your presents.
10
REPLY

Maxitrillion
1 day ago
If the 10,000 white jokes in the trailer weren’t enough to let you know that this is gonna be a 
terrible movie, the line “From the creators of Sausage Party” should tell you everything you 
need to know.
754
REPLY
View 13 replies

zrau
3 hours ago
“As a white girl..” Lied the Elf.
16
REPLY

crimsonxiii
1 hour ago (edited)



You might wonder how less than 1% of the world population aka elves would own every 
sports team, bank, TV show, and movie production co., elves are just smarter and work 
harder to get ahead…. nothing to see here 

😉

8
REPLY

Amado Dominguez Amaro
3 hours ago
actors and producers have funny names, just saying
12
REPLY
View 2 replies

Daniel Caslaw
4 hours ago
“Why are gingerbread men needed? They will make the toys, they will wrap the toys, they 
will load the sleigh. We will sit like an elfendi and eat. That is why gingerbread men were 
created,”
6
REPLY

Officer K
3 days ago
Oh Wow! Another “white men evil” movie! But with Christmas. Truly unique and NEVER 
EVER been done before!!
2.5K
REPLY
View 55 replies

diegoivbe
3 hours ago
“Never trust an elf!”
– Adolf Gimli
14
REPLY

Nicholas Spillett
4 hours ago
This is the single most subversive thing I’ve ever seen.
13
REPLY

Slick Stevie
53 minutes ago
I saw the star on the top of the Christmas tree at the very beginning and I knew right away 
trickery would ensue.
6
REPLY

Charlie Higglons
4 hours ago



The views
on this video are going from 120 thousand to 6 million for no reason!
12
REPLY
View reply

Anon
16 hours ago (edited)
Imagine Elves so vile, you have to make laws to keep Santa from criticizing them.
540
REPLY
View 2 replies

Unfrozenguy
1 hour ago
If elves were being exterminated why did the toy factory have a swimming pool?
12
REPLY
View reply

Coringa
4 hours ago
Elves have been expelled in over 103 countries throughout history until finally settling in the 
North Pole.
5
REPLY

MrBubonicChronic
2 hours ago
What’s the best way to pick up elf chicks? With a shovel.
10
REPLY
View reply

1337 H8x0r
3 hours ago
The joke is that the place is called “Sneed’s Feed and Seed” which is clever in itself and quite 
funny to those with a mature sense of humor but what’s really just hilarious about it is if you 
look closely at the front of this store, Sneed’s Feed and Seed, you can see a sign that reads 
“Formerly Chuck’s”. Now, this might go over the average viewer’s head as this, THIS is peak 
comedy. I doubt anything will ever be as funny as the joke about Sneed’s Feed and Seed. Are 
you ready for this one? So, like I said, the place is called “Sneed’s Feed and Seed” and the 
sign says “Formerly Chuck’s” which means when Chuck owned the place, well, I don’t have to 
tell you…
Read more
13
REPLY

Occupy My Life
8 hours ago
The more I argued with them that they were on the naughty list, the better I came to know 
their dialectic. First they counted on the stupidity of their adversary, concealing their bad 
deeds, and then, when there was no other way out, they themselves simply played stupid. If 



all this didn’t help, they pretended not to understand, or, if challenged, they changed the 
subject in a hurry, quoted platitudes which, if you accepted them, they immediately related 
to entirely different matters, placing themselves on the good boys and girls list, and then, if 
again attacked, gave ground and pretended not to know exactly what you were talking about. 
Whenever you tried to attack one of these apostles of naughtiness, your hand closed on a 
jelly-like slime which divided up and poured through your fingers, but in the next moment 
collected again into an argument why they were really the good boys and girls. But if you 
really struck one of these fellows so telling a blow that, observed by the audience, he couldn’t 
help but agree he belonged on the naughty list, and if you believed that this had taken you at 
least one step forward, your amazement was great the next day. The Naughty Boy or Girl had 
not the slightest recollection of the day before, he rattled off his same old nonsense as though 
nothing at all had happened, and, if indignantly challenged, affected amazement; he couldn’t 
remember a thing about the naughty deeds, except that he had proved the correctness of his 
assertions the previous day.
Read more
417
REPLY
View 9 replies

Billy
4 hours ago
Oi vey, can you imagine Hollywood ever making a movie like this about Hanukah or 
Ramadan?
13
REPLY

Eternal Ments
2 hours ago
Why have they made this, to destroy a peoples holiday season? I mean do a comedy of Santa 
if you want, Bad Santa was hilarious, but this is disgusting not even comedy just done to 
agitate, humiliate and demoralise – Can you imagine the insanity if any other religion or 
cultural holiday was done like this? The comment section is also straight nuts but thats just 
people commenting, not people in positions of influence in entertainment creating this 
trash!
Read more
9
REPLY
View reply

Prepper Jack
4 hours ago
Knew that elves were Santainc, but didn’t know about the dyslexia.
8
REPLY

Daniel Archer
50 minutes ago
If, with the help of his marxist creed, the Elf is victorious over the other peoples of the world, 
his crown will be the funeral wreath of humanity and this planet will, as it did thousands of 
years ago, move through the ether devoid of men.
7
REPLY

Erich Ludendorff



16 hours ago
Sarah Silverman and Seth Rogen. Exactly the kind of people I go to for my Christmas 
content.
658
REPLY
View 8 replies

Bitcoin Zoomer
1 hour ago
The Elf will cry out in pain as he stabs you. Old Russian Proverb.
11
REPLY

Kaz
4 hours ago
How can they wrap 6 million presents in 1 night?
12
REPLY
View reply

Aaron M
2 hours ago
Gradually I began to hate Elves.
16
REPLY

Bob Paulson
2 hours ago
Came here for the comments… Was not disappointed.
15
REPLY

Derek the half a bee
3 days ago
Yes, because what every Christmas really story needs is Race and Gender politics. Pass.
1.6K
REPLY
View 28 replies

BordanDutchChocolate
4 hours ago
I’ll pay thirty pieces of silver for this
8
REPLY

Gorge Cunth
4 hours ago
“Beware the International Elve.” – Ben Franklin
10
REPLY



Ow me ed
2 hours ago
The Elf cries out in pain as it strikes you.
10
REPLY

Kiru 203
1 hour ago (edited)
This reminds me of another Christmas tale called “On The Elf’s & Their Lies”
8
REPLY

whydid666
13 hours ago (edited)
Reindeer: “You’re telling me I can just check the ‘early life’ section of their Elfpedia entries?”
Santa: “I’m saying that when you’re ready, you won’t have to.”
1.6K
REPLY
View 12 replies

Private
3 hours ago
Our patience has its limits.
16
REPLY

Billy
4 hours ago
The north pole rescued the elves from the ovens and this is how they repay the north pole.
10
REPLY

ShittyPigTits
2 hours ago
“In the Arctic we will aim for subtle victory. While inflaming the cocoa minority against the 
mints, we will endeavor to instill in the mints a guilt complex for their exploitation of the 
cocoa. We will aid the cocoa to rise in prominence in every walk of life, in the confections and 
in the world of drinks and refreshment. With this prestige, the cocoa will be able to 
incorporate with the mints and begin a process which will deliver the Arctic to our cause.”
Read more
9
REPLY

Charlton Corbett
3 hours ago
Days without elvish tricks – 0
20
REPLY

packinwood2009
8 hours ago
Imagine a race of elves so despicable, you have to make laws banning people from hating 



them.
323
REPLY
View 3 replies

Andy Mac
3 hours ago
The elf cries out as he stuffs your stocking
9
REPLY

Fauci Tortured’Puppies
3 hours ago
Fun Fact: A great toy an ELF would love thrown at Xim or at Xers stuff is a combination of 
gasoline and Styrofoam. It’s sticky and funtastical to play with. And if you light it with one of 
those ELF candles, it will glow bright for 8 days.
3
REPLY
View reply

K
2 hours ago
What causes anti-elfism? Elfish behavior.
12
REPLY

DoseGrapes
3 hours ago
Hey So basically I’m just gonna not take the vaccine I Know….. UGH I know… It’s just that 
I’m not gonna take it is all HAHAHAHAHRHAHAHA HARAHARHARH.
12
REPLY

Lambo Fields
3 days ago
No dislike to that’s totally for protecting “smaller creators” and not to protect trashy cringy 
corpo or ideological shows. You can have this 

👎

348
REPLY
View 2 replies

C
4 hours ago
“Behold, I will make those of the synagogue of Satan, those who call themselves Jews and are 
not, but lie — behold, I will cause them to come and fall prostrate before your feet and to 
know that I have loved you.” (Revelation 3:9)
8
REPLY

Richard
1 hour ago



It’s beginning to look a lot like Kristallnacht
Everywhere you go
8
REPLY

DefiantIrishman
1 hour ago (edited)
I’m so glad I’m not allowed into cinemas anymore.
12
REPLY

William Smith
3 hours ago
“Shut it down! … Of course it’s important, I had to use a payphone.”
10
REPLY

Wemmy Wew
12 hours ago
PSA: the elves think every other race (gingerbread men, reindeer, etc.) exist to serve them 
and make their toys. The elves think only elves are god’s creatures and see the rest as 
animals.
396
REPLY
View 4 replies

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago (edited)
A Elf’s love is worse than a hangman’s noose. Russian Proverb
8
REPLY

Cait P
3 hours ago
I can’t help but like every comment. They’re going to shut down the comment section, aren’t 
they?
14
REPLY
View reply

Jesus Le Jesus
3 hours ago
Gradually I began to hate elves.
16
REPLY

Z
2 hours ago
Is it Santainc or Satanic? Which is exactly what these Elves Silverman and Rogan and their 
international elf masters are…
8



REPLY

Lawrence
7 hours ago
Sure the Elves in Santas’ workshop might hate you, but the Elves at Phizer, Moderna, and 
the CDC are just deeply concerned about your health.
186
REPLY
View reply

Chenxiao Zhou
1 hour ago
For those who can’t see, this video is now at 22k dislikes
7
REPLY

Doctor Optical
1 hour ago (edited)
Hey guys can we cool it with the anti-elfimitism?
Speaking of elf contributions to society as related to Christmas, has anyone else noticed that 
every single popular Christmas song never mentions Jesus and they were all written by 
elves? Listen to Rudolph the red nosed reindeer and tell me that song doesn’t describe elf 
culture to a T. Their nose is what makes them unique, they’re being called upon by Santa to 
save everyone, isn’t that exactly what Santa’s chosen peop- reindeer would do?
Read more
10
REPLY
View 5 replies

Charlie spiegel
1 hour ago
North Pole will become a multicultural place and Elves will take a central role in it, we elves 
will be resented because of it but without this change North Pole wont survive
9
REPLY

William Cooper
4 hours ago
Oi-sleigh! People are waking up to the elfin tricks once again.
11
REPLY

Ahm Graham
11 hours ago
Santa did nothing wrong. Long live the snowmen race
305
REPLY

privacy first
2 hours ago
Weird, we can make one tray of ginger bread men every hour… With two trays per oven 
that’s 24 per hour… That’s 526 per day, per oven, if we don’t cool the ovens and clean them 



out afterwards. That’s 15780 ginger bread men per month (30 day average). That’s 189360 
per year, per oven…. Hmmm I’m going to need a lot of ovens to reach my 6m target…
But we don’t have the coal or gas to power the ovens since we have been losing the North 
Pole trade war, what are we going to do?
Hmmmm, I know, we’ll use elf magic!
Read more
3
REPLY

Mr Yes
4 hours ago
What did HBO mean by “More kids believe in you than the vaccines and the Holocaust”?
13
REPLY
View 2 replies

Waffleplateninja
3 hours ago
“Around elves, watch yourselves.” -Pelinal Whitestrake
6
REPLY

Warp Sneed
1 hour ago
You telling me they baked six million gingerbread men? The logistics don’t add up here.
8
REPLY

TheOrangeRoad
1 day ago
“The Elf is immunized against all dangers: one may call him a toymaker, laborer, carpenter, 
it all runs off him like snow off a ski jacker. But call him a Snowman and you will be 
astonished at how he recoils, how injured he is, how he suddenly shrinks back: ‘I’ve been 
found out.'”
1.1K
REPLY
View 25 replies

Ninth Division
3 hours ago
The elf cries out as it strikes you…
11
REPLY

Atlas
3 hours ago
Oh no, the Santa-believers have noticed the elves! SHUT IT DOWN!
7
REPLY

Danick07
3 hours ago



Their hate is like thick, noxious smoke!
10
REPLY
View reply

無名賢者
4 hours ago
Matthew 7:16-20
16 Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or fig of thistles?
17 Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil 
fruit.
18 a good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.
19 every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire.
20 wherefore by their fruits ye shall know “””””them””””” ✡
Read more
12
REPLY

Dajinwa
7 hours ago
Imagine if the race war started because of a bad Christmas movie… Unlikely to happen but it 
will be pretty funny if it was. Also, Santa did nothing wrong.
358
REPLY
View 5 replies

Massimo Mussolini
4 minutes ago
The most precious possession you have in the world is a Merry Christmas!
And for this Christmas, and for the sake of this Christmas, we will struggle and fight!
And never slacken!
And never tire!
And never lose courage!
And never despair!
Read more
4
REPLY

MJM
25 minutes ago
Fun fact: The ancestors of the people who made this film killed Jesus.
7
REPLY

Myself
1 hour ago
Pause at 0:06 to see who’s behind this…
10
REPLY
View reply

Dr Ogger
1 hour ago



Seth Rogen, Sarah Silverman… what do they have in common?
9
REPLY
View reply

Community Guidelines
11 hours ago
How could Santa go down the brick chimney if it wasn’t built until several years AFTER 
Christmas?
633
REPLY
View 10 replies

vgnhdhe
1 hour ago
Isn’t that elf Sarah Silverman known to have said she is proud that elves murdered jesus and 
that she would do it again?
8
REPLY

morophine swordphich
3 hours ago
Ghislaine Maxwell did not ask for a rope or privacy for Christmas! And the anti-Christmas 
crew is all shouting “Shut it down!” in unison.
6
REPLY

Roland Spamalot
2 hours ago (edited)
Anyone else think it’s weird that the gate in front of the factory says “work will set you free”
6
REPLY
View reply

Richard Morton
3 hours ago
In all seriousness, it’s time for another go-round. This time: without Italy
6
REPLY

AJX
11 hours ago
“Disheartening for America, but great for us!”
They aren’t even trying to hide it.
358
REPLY
View reply

Tactical Relock
3 hours ago
I hate the elves so much it’s unbearing bros…
13



REPLY

Issou Gang
59 minutes ago
Dear Santa, please come back. I’ll vote for you.
5
REPLY

bogyo66
2 hours ago
How come Elves are over represented in media and the finacial sector
and eleven of the Grinch’s top cabinet picks are elves?
It seems the elves are keeping most of the toys for themselves.
5
REPLY

Kevin Decuyp
3 hours ago
Don’t understand the comments section? Read “The Protocols of the Learned Elfers of Zion”.
15
REPLY
View 2 replies

Next Anvil
23 hours ago
1.1K likes and 8.8K dislike. Now that’s a Christmas miracle.
173
REPLY
View 2 replies

Bob Honkhonk
3 hours ago
The elves use the dark elves to attack the humans, its true!
10
REPLY

Richard Balls
3 hours ago
Wow very Jewish I didn’t know Christmas was a Jewish holiday wow
12
REPLY

The Riddle Of Steel
4 hours ago
What does Santa and the great German BBQ have in common? They both are fiction.
6
REPLY

moss nomad
2 hours ago
6 million elves in the north pole but only one fireplace.



7
REPLY

Noizsegat
12 hours ago (edited)
How can Santa eat 6 million chocolate chip cookies in five years without any breaks for no 
reason?
243
REPLY
View 12 replies

Mr Topper
1 hour ago
I’m to believe that they make millions of toys at that North Pole Toy Factory but it has no 
chimneys. Are they being built later?
6
REPLY

English Rose
2 hours ago
And the Elf cries out in pain as he strikes you!
would someone close the doors on this please.. it doesn’t matter they’re made of wood! 

😉

4
REPLY

Dread Pirate
2 hours ago (edited)
My parents don’t notice it my siblings don’t notice it. I do notice that almost all electric elf 
television going back since the beginning is filled with elves and it is disgusting. How can you 
watch a western and not notice the cowboys are elves?
6
REPLY

Scofflaw
2 hours ago
The Elf cries out in pain as he strikes you
9
REPLY
View reply

Arkh Longstride
5 hours ago
There is only one thing that is worse than Orcs fatigue, Elfs fatigue
257
REPLY
View 6 replies

LDR
3 hours ago
This video has 109 dislikes and counting.
10



REPLY

the rise
2 hours ago (edited)
Thing I don’t get is the elves have created a de facto open air prison camp for reindeer in the 
north pole but if you make any comparisons to what the elves accuse the polar bears of doing 
to them, you get smeared as an antielfinite.
4
REPLY

Andrew Jackson
2 hours ago
“Theyd better watch out! Our patience has it’s limits! One day we’ll shut their dirty, lying 
elvish mouths!”
4
REPLY

Never Forget
3 hours ago
Hopefully the six million elves don’t end up in Santa’s naughty list.
4
REPLY

Dexter Morgan
7 hours ago
I heard that they baked the ginger bread men with a machine that stimulates them every 
time they pressed a button. Also: a gingerbread oven roller coaster. I asked one of the elves 
for a $100 Amazon card and I think they are hard of hearing despite their ears. He replied 
with:” $90 gift card, we don’t have an $80 dollar gift card, what do you need a $70 gift card 
for”? Weird. They smelled funny too and were overly obsessed with my children. Especially 
Jeffery the elf.
Read more
146
REPLY
View 2 replies

Fascism of the Future
3 hours ago
the santahedrin 69B says “”Why is a elf who engaged in intercourse with a three-year-old girl 
who was married to another man liable to receive the death penalty? Say that perhaps it will 
turn out that she is a sexually underdeveloped woman who is incapable of bearing children, 
and her husband did not betroth her with this understanding; and consequently the 
marriage is null, as it was entered into in error. Therefore, a man who engaged in intercourse 
with her should not be liable to receive the death penalty for adultery. Rather, is it not that 
we say that one follows the majority, and the majority of women are not sexually 
underdeveloped women, and therefore the assumption is that the betrothal was valid? This is 
proof that even in cases of capital law one follows the majority.
Read more
5
REPLY

Albert Fish
3 hours ago



I actually have already seen this movie. That’s where I met my wife.. okay, that didn’t happen 
but in my imagination it did.
3
REPLY
View reply

Charlie spiegel
1 hour ago
We elves believe diversity is the biggest strengh of North Pole, but u cant expect us to subvert 
and let non-elves come into the elves country
6
REPLY

Spartan07
3 hours ago
The Toyim were made to serve the chosen elves
9
REPLY

Cristian Hernandez
1 day ago
2 people who have never celebrated Christmas star in this movie. That’s all you need to 
know.
702
REPLY
View 17 replies

Matthew Morgan
4 hours ago
I’m dreaming of a Fellow White Christmas
10
REPLY

Hari Seldon
2 hours ago
This going to be such a success I am peeing my pants already…
3
REPLY

Glidertwin
4 hours ago
Okay, this is just egregious at this point
7
REPLY

J S
3 hours ago
The Final Snowlution — make the elves pay for their crimes
9
REPLY



Andy Guelcher
1 day ago
The rates of noticing are at an all-time high with this trailer.
2K
REPLY
View 37 replies

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago (edited)
You want to ruin a Elf, don’t do business with him. Russian Proverb
8
REPLY

Gareth Mayberry
1 hour ago
“The elf cries out in pain as he strikes you”!
7
REPLY

KS
2 hours ago
Seems that the population of the elves increased after the second solstice according to their 
elvmanacs.
6
REPLY

Ll Nn
4 hours ago
Nothing says “I wish I were White and Christian” like culturally appropriating a European 
mythological character based loosely off of a European Christian Saint. Jajajajajajaja
4
REPLY

Busta Nut
1 day ago (edited)
I heard 600 Elves were frosted in the basement of Santa’s Workshop, but here’s what I never 
understood:
1) The frosting chambers had gingerbread doors, thus preventing an adequate seal from 
forming
2) Frosting was commonly used all over the world in an industrial capacity and there were 
much sweeter & more effective glazes Santa could’ve used instead
4) The bakery only had less than 20 ovens, yet I’m supposed to believe Santa baked over 600 
Elves by Christmas? Even running 24/7 Santa could only potentially bake 8 Elves per day, as 
it takes around 3-4 hours to bake an Elf; however, Santa would need to bake nearly 19 Elves 
per day for these numbers to make sense
5) Even after cracking Santa’s code there was still never any mention of a deliberate, 
industrial-scale campaign to frost the Elves. No documentation exists of any formal plan to 
frost the Elves, nor any mention of the frosting itself being intended to be used on Elves
7) Despite over 600 Elves being frosted, there were actually more Elves after Christmas than 
before.
8) All 600 Elves were supposedly frosted, baked, and then buried in a 33 acre plot that to 
this day has revealed zero evidence that any Elf remains are found there.
Sorry, but none of this adds up.
Read more



650
REPLY
View 32 replies

Blood Fang
4 hours ago
#SantaWasRightAllAlong
13
REPLY

M C M
4 hours ago
faintly hears Hava Nagila in the distance
14
REPLY

bertsimpsan
1 hour ago
Why is a jew playing a christian character i’m so tired of cultural appropriation
11
REPLY

w2k88
1 hour ago
How come that Elves make make barely 2% of all north pole population but are represented 
with at least 80% in every management postion of every bigger toyfactory or funcompany.
6
REPLY

ChronoMATT
2 days ago (edited)
For those who can’t see the dislike button, as of 11-26, there are 1.1K Likes to 4.5K Dislikes. 
Thanks, HBO, for making such wonderful entertainment.
837
REPLY
View 32 replies

cybersquidarmy squid
4 hours ago
The elves pout, shout and even scream when bringing up the one that unwrapped their 
present?
4
REPLY

Richard Anderson
2 hours ago
Why do elves want goblins in our country and not their own?
8
REPLY

draydin bardon



1 hour ago
This gives us the new term “elf” and we all know what we mean when we say elf.
3
REPLY

Vishal thind
4 hours ago
This video needs 6 Million dislikes pump those numbers up boys
11
REPLY

Lash LaRue
5 hours ago
If this video gets 1000 dislikes per day, assuming people are disliking well into the night, 
without letting their computers cool off at all at any point, it will take SIXTEEN AND A 
HALF YEARS before we reach 6, 000, 000 dislikes
288
REPLY
View 4 replies

Twitching Buck
4 hours ago
Arctic Hares being attacked, 95% of the time by Polar Bears. Elves: “The cause of this 
violence is REINDEER SUPREMACY!”
4
REPLY

Mika Turrell
2 hours ago
The Elf cries out in pain as he strikes you.
6
REPLY

tim maacqi
1 hour ago
Well atleast these elf’s don’t have the power to inject the entire human population with egg 
nog by mandate.
9
REPLY

vgnhdhe
1 hour ago
Many years ago i became aware of the schemes of the elves, but people didn’t believe me 
called me crazy. It’s nice to see that today more and more people are waking up and seeing 
the true enemy.
2
REPLY
View reply

MrMaxBoivin
2 days ago
Even outside of the woke crap, just the lack of humour is offensive. Having cutesy characters 



use an over-abundance of swear words is not a substitute for putting in jokes.
1.4K
REPLY
View 52 replies

Marco Martoccia
1 hour ago (edited)
There was only enough creativity for a few seconds, but the movie played for over an hour.
3
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
2 hours ago (edited)
The Elf will always tell you what happened to him, but he will never tell you why. Old 
Russian proverb
6
REPLY

Daniel Henry
4 hours ago
Currently at 20k dislikes if anyone can’t see it
12
REPLY

Josh Josherson
3 hours ago
I knew I should’ve left Santa a glass of juice
6
REPLY

Sultan
7 hours ago
Santa really shouldn’t mind if his toys get stolen. Sometimes, the thieves leave little trinkets 
like knives in the sleigh!
364
REPLY

KickenItOldSchool
46 minutes ago
Ive been expelled from 109 schools but it was the principle discriminating me every time i 
didnt do anything wrong
7
REPLY

Next To Nobody
2 hours ago
I am so proud of this comment section.
12
REPLY

Lee Sauce



2 hours ago
“Time to get more inclusive!”
Starring Sarah Silverman (Jew)
And Seth Rogan (Jew).
Imagine my shock
Read more
8
REPLY

Digital Soldier
3 hours ago
“Fake” elves ( to confuse you) it means all elves just stole the history of all reindeer & Santa 
and the entire North Pole.
Line of reindeer
V
Line of elves
Read more
4
REPLY

Pilling Them Softly
7 hours ago
For a Christmas movie… this is SUPER jewish.
304
REPLY
View 4 replies

badbornanomalys
31 minutes ago
This makes sense to me now why Santa used to publish “The International Elf” personal 
newspaper publications in the North Pole.
3
REPLY

Bottom Cheek
2 hours ago
Six millions of toys were produced and distributed by only one factory called holtoys just in 
four years. How many toys were produced in a day during that period kids?
6
REPLY

Mister Sir
3 hours ago
“That’s disheartening for America — but great for us!”
4
REPLY

Patrick Swayze
2 hours ago (edited)
Ay Tone, I mean no offence, I’m just saying the chimney isn’t attached to the igloo
8



REPLY

Hadayi Mosi
2 days ago
Haha, this is hilarious.
No, not the movie, the fact that you had people working on this animation, just so you could 
spread your hatred. Thanks for dropping more Red Pills, Hollywoke.
1.6K
REPLY
View 19 replies

Sircryptoofblock
3 hours ago
Elves always seem to be insisting on a homeland where bearded men are not allowed.
5
REPLY

temper
3 hours ago
I hear the elves have this secret weapon they use called interest. Perhaps santa was on to 
something?
4
REPLY

W M
2 hours ago
The elves favourite book is the elfmud.
9
REPLY

Dread Pirate
3 hours ago
Michael Jackson did a Christmas song about elves: “They Don’t Care About Us”
5
REPLY

Gophockyusef Vongugle
7 hours ago
“A law against hating Elves is usually the beginning of their end”.
– Josef Jinglebells
391
REPLY
View 6 replies

LordDyhalto
2 hours ago
Sarah Silverman playing a short green goblin?
She might even outdo her greatest role from Way of the Gun, where she got punched in the 
face!
3



REPLY

Longsight M12
4 hours ago
The Elf Cries out in Pain as she stabs you in the back.
7
REPLY

j a
4 hours ago
It has Seth Rogen and Sarah Silverman in it? A better title woulda been “streaming service 
poison”
7
REPLY

Named Person
3 hours ago (edited)
Hahahahaha. Literally every anti semitic sterotype being represented in a single trailer. 
Either this will get shut down tomorrow, or some privileged class is behind it.
Edit: Guess it won’t hit the news or become a scandal.
6
REPLY

Timothy White
5 hours ago
The elves will ALWAYS tell you what happened to them, without EVER telling you why.
178
REPLY
View reply

Daedalus
2 hours ago (edited)
Did you know Elves force Snowmen to accept millions of destructive Heat Meiser refugees 
into their igloos yearly, despite living in an Elve-only gated community?
7
REPLY

William Castillo
3 hours ago
Kicked out of 114 countries for unknown reasons . Damn elves and joggers.
7
REPLY

Asynchr0ny
4 hours ago
So this is a part of the demoralization they were talking about.
8
REPLY

temper
3 hours ago



The elf cries out in pain as it strikes you.
5
REPLY

M W
3 days ago
Oh look, two Jewish people who never got to celebrate Christmas are now making a 
propaganda movie suggesting it’s a “white supremacist” holiday… Isn’t that special.
846
REPLY
View 15 replies

Champ Prill
2 hours ago
Im only able to type this comment because my great grandmother managed to hide her 
precious gingerbreads from the evil santa soldiers by swallowing them and pooping them out 
everyday for 6 months. Never forget.
6
REPLY

Oh Well
4 hours ago
I haven’t seen this many elves work on something since the fall of the gingerbread towers
6
REPLY

Mister Sir
3 hours ago
Holy moly so many elf jokes in the comments. Channel Four doing the work of God.
6
REPLY

Spozzfreund
4 hours ago
Gradually I began to hate them…
18
REPLY

Rissamlu
18 hours ago
You guys can’t just leave us or anything we do or like alone, can you? You literally will never 
leave us alone no matter what, will you?
738
REPLY
View 26 replies

Reckoning Day
28 minutes ago
Remember the elves cry simultaneously striking you. Watch out for the elves they are very 
sneaky.
3



REPLY

Dread Pirate
2 hours ago
Will this same team of elves make a funny movie about hanukkah or ramadan. I hope so.
5
REPLY

fucking idiot
2 hours ago
“The Elf is immunized against all dangers: one may call him a scoundrel, parasite, swindler, 
profiteer, it all runs off him like water off a raincoat. But call him an Elf and you will be 
astonished at how he recoils, how injured he is, how he suddenly shrinks back: ‘I’ve been 
found out!’ ”
7
REPLY

Adun CC
1 hour ago
I wish this was directed by Mel Gibson
8
REPLY
View reply

Timothy White
6 hours ago
It just wouldn’t be the holiday season without people who hate Christians making a 
Christmas movie.
600
REPLY
View 9 replies

Curling Edwards
1 hour ago
Somebody please contact the Anti Elfamation League to get these comments shut down
11
REPLY

SonicAids
3 hours ago
someone should really do something about these elves. like put them all in camps or 
something
5
REPLY

Some Rando
4 hours ago
This movie was funded by Jeffrey Elfstein wasn’t it.
11
REPLY



View reply

Mcface
3 hours ago
the eternal elf strikes again
14
REPLY

OmegaPi
2 days ago
Saint Nicholas was a Greek Christian bishop, that’s who Santa Claus is, can’t change history 
no matter how badly you want to.
522
REPLY
View 13 replies

Aaron Baber
2 hours ago
I used to like movies like these… but gradually I began to hate them.
8
REPLY

Lee Sauce
2 hours ago
But Santa, how did you do it without chimneys attached? 

🤔

5
REPLY

Laundry Room
2 hours ago
How many of these Elves have duel North Pole/American citizenship?
8
REPLY

Spartan07
3 hours ago
The Grinch gets a bad reputation from all the movies and the TV shows, but oddly enough no 
one who criticizes him has ever read his book or listend to the people who met the Grinch in 
person. But movies and TV shows arent reality. The story of the Grinch is fashioned in a way 
that makes him out to be the attacker, yet all the actions of the “innocent” townsfolk have 
been removed from the plot of the movie. No one tells you about, for instance, the towns 
people on the western border of the Grinch’s territory were placing troops and weapons in 
order to invade the Grinch’s territory. And in the East of the Grinch’s country, the 
townspeople there were building railroad lines and air strips poised to attack the Grinch. 
This is why the Grinch’s forces had such great success in the early months of the war, the 
eastern townspeople had organized millions of troops in attack formations and had no 
defenses whatsoever. And don’t even get me started on how it’s not even possible to bake 
6,000,000 Christmas cookies in five years.
Everyone is told the Grinch hated Christmas. It’s engrained in the popular culture, where as 
soon as someone says “Grinch” everyone thinks in their mind “hated Christmas.” But the 
truth is, the Christmas we celebrate today is a lie. And no one loved the true Christmas, more 
than the Grinch himself



Read more
4
REPLY
View reply

Rainbow Warrior
9 hours ago
Rudolph was right about everything.
582
REPLY
View 5 replies

Grimaldous
27 minutes ago
“The Elf cries out in pain as he strikes you”.
Old North POLISH Proverb.
3
REPLY

Black Holed Son
3 hours ago
Tricking reindeer to breed with wildebeest is an elvish tradition.
6
REPLY

Carlos Hathcock
1 hour ago
And the one day, Santa Klaus began to hate the elves.
5
REPLY

swagmeister69
4 hours ago
Use this comment as a dislike button.
19
REPLY

sasasa
12 hours ago
Fun Christmas fact: Elves settled in the North Pole after 109 expulsions from other lands due 
to present usury
379
REPLY
View 7 replies

Fellow Pete
3 hours ago
Wouldn’t there atleast be a slight chance that Santa accidentally entered a chimney with the 
fireplace lit, and in turn inhale all the smoke and die of asphyxiation. After all the chimneys 
are very tight and sadly not made out of wood…
3



REPLY

Thomas Franz Bernhard
2 hours ago
The elf cries out in pain as he steals your presents
6
REPLY

Honky-Ass Cracka
4 hours ago
I don’t even have to go look at the early life section for this one.
4
REPLY

Young Oddo
3 hours ago
We’ve got to remember what were fighting for in this war!!!
4
REPLY

RoyDurett
1 day ago
funny how the makers of the movie have a certain heritage they dont like being pointed out 
in the comments. makes sense they would crap on christmas.
99
REPLY
View reply

Pancho Ivanov
2 hours ago
Our patience has its limits
10
REPLY

Black Holed Son
2 hours ago
Everybody wants an elf-free world.
6
REPLY
View 2 replies

Twitching Buck
3 hours ago
Polar bear cast as lead in “Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer” reboot. Movie set near 
Antarctica cancelled for all-penguin cast, not enough polar bears, despite it being impossible 
for polar bears to be present there.
6
REPLY

finvlstxge
2 hours ago



Cool it with the anti-Elfitic remarks.
10
REPLY

Matt Gee
1 day ago (edited)
I was about to say that something inside me died watching this, but then I remembered that 
that’s exactly what they want to achieve. Piece by piece they try to demoralize you until you 
just give in to the madness, but I’m not giving them that and neither should you!
308
REPLY
View 12 replies

toyotoyo
3 hours ago
The North Pole is our greatest ally.
6
REPLY

Josh F
3 hours ago
Around elves, watch yourselves
11
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago (edited)
A baptised Elf is like a tamed wolf. Old Russian Proverb
4
REPLY

CarefreeBDO
3 hours ago
The Elf strikes you and cries in pain.
7
REPLY

Gjermund
3 days ago
That this movie has been greenlit is beyond belief.
1.5K
REPLY
View 48 replies

Neil DeGassTyrone
42 minutes ago (edited)
WOODEN DOORS SANTA? that’s an anti-elf canard!
5
REPLY

Invictian



2 hours ago
2:17
“Gradually, I began to hate them…”
9
REPLY

Kerath
2 hours ago
Hello Globohomo
We’ve got you message and we are happy to announce that we accept your declaration of 
war.
11
REPLY

Puppet Pal Clem
1 day ago
Imagine being so vile, you have to make laws to keep people from criticizing you.
1.1K
REPLY
View 8 replies

Big Kenobi
1 hour ago
“From the creators of Sausage Party” – This is going to be a hilarious success.
Bad language lololololol
4
REPLY
View reply

James Corbett Music
51 minutes ago
Truly awful, depressing and sad. I really am looking forward to having a traditional Xmas 
this year
3
REPLY

BeNot Silent
4 hours ago (edited)
Was there any form of filth or crime without at least one Elf involved in it? If you cut into 
such a sore, you find, like a maggot in a rotting body, often dazzled by the sudden light, an 
Elf.
3
REPLY

bill crabber
1 hour ago
The reindeer cries out in pain as he runs over your grandma – A Holly Jolly Proverb
4
REPLY

Tom Boyd
6 hours ago



Remember people, naming the “elf” is highly frowned upon by said “elves”. Rudolph X had a 
correct assumption about them.
163
REPLY
View reply

KnavishDave
1 hour ago
Erghhh.. when you know who’s behind all the degeneracy, you have a merrier Christmas.
5
REPLY

Mmac1134
3 hours ago
Elves are really good dancers
7
REPLY

Vaclav Novak
1 hour ago
The Elves work. Trust Your local Santa and believe in Christmas 

🎁

3
REPLY

James A
3 hours ago
Jill Kews likes this trailer!
9
REPLY

Nox
6 hours ago
And then one day, for no reason at all, people voted Rudolph into power
350
REPLY
View 4 replies

ApplachiaMarv
2 hours ago
And the cast and crew celebrated after wrap by eating Chinese food and tweeting that Jesus 
was a socialist.
6
REPLY

Joseph Johnson
3 hours ago
This is revolting… repent people it’s never too late, God loves us all 

🙏 ❤

7
REPLY



View reply

MeaslesPlease
4 hours ago
Why are Jews jealous of Christmas?
13
REPLY

Kiwo
4 hours ago
We must never forget the 6 million dislikes
20
REPLY

Tim Burke
5 hours ago
I just want to say how proud I am of this community.
654
REPLY
View 15 replies

Ecology of Man
4 hours ago
“Everyday we stray further from G-d” *rubs hands together
7
REPLY

C
4 hours ago
“I know your tribulation and poverty (but you are rich) and the slander from those who call 
themselves Jews and are not, but are a synagogue of Satan.” (Revelation 2:9)
6
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
2 hours ago
Call a Elf your brother and he will call himself your father. Old Russian Proverb
6
REPLY

vgnhdhe
2 hours ago
So many elves were involved in making this movie
6
REPLY

Billy
8 hours ago
This is so brave, I heard the director was only paid 30 pieces of silver to make it.
669
REPLY



View 11 replies

Flibusteiro
2 hours ago
Santa Claus did nothing wrong.
5
REPLY

BENIS MAN
1 hour ago
To think the international bank also subverted the North Pole.
5
REPLY

M
45 minutes ago
Santa delivered 6 million gifts in 6 hours? Getouttahere!
6
REPLY

BlueSkinLampshade
4 hours ago
I’m starting to see a pattern here
12
REPLY

Jack
6 hours ago
One thing they never explain is how Santa visits 6 million kids in just one night. It just 
doesn’t seem plausible that he could deliver that many presents in that amount of time.
475
REPLY
View 7 replies

The Great Unknown
4 hours ago
OPEN BORDERS FOR THE NORTH POLE
11
REPLY

Twiggledy
4 hours ago
Mr. Long nose can you tell me a Christmas story?
Mr. Long nose:
6
REPLY

Soap Maker
3 hours ago
I heard Mrs Claus has a lampshade made of elf skin and shrunken elf heads on her mantle 
above the Christmas stockings.



4
REPLY
View reply

Matthew Floyd
3 hours ago
Santa is looking for hyperborea
11
REPLY

Kevistation
7 hours ago
We are reaching levels of anti-elf hate not seen since the 1930s.
184
REPLY
View 6 replies

O K
4 hours ago
How many shelves did the Elves get kicked off again?
9
REPLY

No u
3 hours ago
Open borders for the North Pole
14
REPLY

Barnabe Buteau
2 hours ago
Gentlemen please gather, I’ll have an announcement to make shortly.
7
REPLY

That Guy
1 hour ago
23k dislikes for the people who cant see lmao
8
REPLY

Luis Miguel Garcia
3 days ago
garbage like this is why the dislike button is now meaningless.
543
REPLYView 10 replies

WesternSon
3 hours ago
Can we get an “Early life” check?
10



REPLY
View 2 replies

CharlieMomo
2 hours ago
Elves will not replace us!
9
REPLY

Minerva’s Owl
1 hour ago
Looks like these elves aren’t dreaming of a white Christmas, huh?
4
REPLY

Pandadude12345
4 hours ago
Infinite Cursing and Anti-White politics. 0/10, will not watch.
11
REPLY

Cvx
1 day ago
And here lies the reason the dislikes are no longer visible.
342
REPLY
View 7 replies

ShittyPigTits
2 hours ago
When will it be ok to discuss Elvish supremacy?
14
REPLY

Rumble Terrier
3 hours ago
If you leave a bad review you get charged interest.
8
REPLY

TalesOf Gore
4 hours ago
6 Million Ginger Snaps in 6 years? C’mon.
8
REPLY

Noel Cahill
1 hour ago
The Elf cries out in pain as he wraps your present.
3



REPLY

Sly Skallont
4 hours ago
This movie needs a “Rocky Pick-me-up”, ya know?
2
REPLY

J K
2 hours ago
Reminder that this is why youtube is getting rid of the like/dislike bar. They don’t want their 
propoganda called out
6
REPLY

Daniela Pemcova
4 hours ago
The International Santa Claus
9
REPLY
View reply

Justin Baez
4 hours ago
You didn’t have to mention the Holocaust, the Jewish iconography was more than enough, 
also mentioning the jab is suspect in tandem with this as well…
3
REPLY

D P
7 hours ago (edited)
The funny part is the fact that the people in this film are reading the comments got big mad, 
but not because of the content, but the fact that YT comments are funnier than this 
demoralization project they call a movie.
103
REPLY
View reply

Das Rite
1 hour ago
From Weimar Bros Studios comes more pro elf anti Santa propaganda.
9
REPLY

tim maacqi
2 hours ago
How come the elves are the only developed country that have refused to sign the nuclear 
proliferation treety and the chemical and biological weapons treaty.
5
REPLY



View reply

Wesley
2 hours ago
SantaInc
Close enough to Satanic that I have to wonder 

🤔

6
REPLY

Mmac1134
4 hours ago
Did Santa bomb the USS Liberty too?
14
REPLY

Paul Turner
17 hours ago
This from a guy who’s so detached from reality that he thinks it’s no big deal if people break 
into his car. This kind of casual vandalism is what you get from people that live in 
consequence free bubbles.
131
REPLY
View 2 replies

Atlas
2 hours ago
Six Million cookies is a lot of cookies to bake, but we still have more unbaked cookies left 
over. Will anyone finish baking them?
3
REPLY

Daniel Archer
54 minutes ago
The ultimate struggle is between the idealistic, honourable Aryan and the devious, parasitical 
Elf
17
REPLY

Mr Yes
4 hours ago
If White Santa gives presents what does Black Santa do?

🤔

5
REPLY

David Lee Froth
3 hours ago
The Elf cries out in Pain as he Strikes you
5
REPLY



Isidore Ducasse
6 hours ago
Her ancestors went up through a chimney, and now the Elf overcomes a generational PTSD 
by jumping down into one as a Santa. Powerful metaphor. We must never forget the twelve 
million Elf soaps.
174
REPLY
View 5 replies

Yair Ackermann
3 hours ago
Toy vey! The ADelf was specifically formed to combat the exact type of anti-elfism as seen in 
this comment section.
To this day we stand by Elfy Frank who was a completely innocent, humble toymaker – 
unjustly convicted of the crime of unwrapping little Mary Phagan’s present, destroying it and 
dumping it in the cellar.
Read more
3
REPLY

Xx ArSeN1xX
3 hours ago
Considering the lack of talent and decay of what little looks she may of had in her youth, i 
can only imagine the depravity of the acts SS must have to perform to still be getting work. I 
bet itd make a Saudi Prince blush. The over the hill female comedian cries out as she strikes 
you.
3
REPLY

Julius Streicher
3 hours ago
Die Elfs sind unser Unglück!
5
REPLY

B B
3 hours ago
Santa cries out in joy as he bikes you.
4
REPLY

Mario TheMartian
8 hours ago
“Europa The Last Battle” is a far superior film in my opinion. Anybody who has not seen it 
needs to make sure they do.
150
REPLY
View 7 replies

Barry Soetoro
2 hours ago
Since when did Santa Claus get into the lampshade business??
5



REPLY

Sam
1 hour ago
Opens Wikipedia early life history
10
REPLY

Blood Fang
4 hours ago
#SantaDidNothingWrong
9
REPLY

Billy
2 hours ago
How many Elves can fit in Santa’s Workshop?
A) One in the attic, 666 in the factory and 5.5 million in the bakery.
2
REPLY

Be 31337
17 hours ago
So can Mel Gibson make an animated movie depicting a certain holiday celebration for those 
who must not be named?
540
REPLY
View 7 replies

viral bull
2 hours ago
Elves can’t get over the fact that Santa tried to gas them back in the day and for a really good 
reason
2
REPLY

Nicker Las
3 hours ago
This is a Christmas film albeit somewhat ironic and it seems the entirety of the cast is going 
to be played by Swedes. They’re spitting and laughing In our faces at this point.
2
REPLY
View reply

ARM
3 hours ago
These comments are like anudda shoah
21
REPLY

Tritonic



3 hours ago

Kas Gikes!
10
REPLY

Sum FãggOtt
6 hours ago
Even beyond the whole “white people are evil” shtick, the whole “””humor””” of this film 
comes as concealed disdain and jaded cynicism, as if the writers genuinely hate everything 
about the holidays. And what’s worse is that like Sausage Party, the animation is wasted on 
modern “adult entertainment” that consists of spewing sweat words and smoking weed 
(which hasn’t been funny since what, the late 2000’s?)
Read more
173
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View 4 replies

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
Run with Elves, wake up with sins. Russian Proverb
6
REPLY

Max Armstrong
15 minutes ago
Elves will call an you anti-Elfite because they cannot call you a liar.
4
REPLY

alZiiHardstylez
2 hours ago
Synagogue of Santa
12
REPLY

Mr Yes
4 hours ago
How would Jewish people like it if the Macabees were played by non Jews?
8
REPLY

Gonzotron
8 hours ago
Just letting everyone else know that the dislikes aren’t hidden in my country.
It’s currently sitting at 15k DISLIKES vs. only 1.2k LIKES.
Have a nice day 

🙂

Read more
248
REPLY



View 10 replies

Dread Pirate
2 hours ago (edited)
What are the fuel requirement to bake 6mm cookies when it is in short supply because they 
are trying to keep the igloos warm during a busy season?
4
REPLY

Rooster
4 hours ago
why exactly are jews doing this? that’s appropriation
11
REPLY

How to change name?
3 hours ago
It cant gets any weirder before they went “protecting small creator” move
2
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
For a Elf, souls are cheaper than coins. Russian Proverb
4
REPLY

Kevistation
7 hours ago
The elves arent rubbing their hands together because they are cold. Its part of their culture.
135
REPLY
View 2 replies

Andrei
3 hours ago
Santa did nothing wrong!
6
REPLY

DrAIR
24 minutes ago
I think it’s time a particular ethnic group had far less disproportionate representation in our 
entertainment industry. No wonder my kids don’t watch this poison.
6
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago (edited)
A Elf will say he was beaten, but will never say for what. Russian Proverb
4



REPLY

日猫
2 hours ago (edited)
Elves stole our dislike button
(current likes: 1.2K
dislikes: 22.3K)
btw just search how to return dislikes on youtube.
6
REPLY

Robert
13 hours ago
If you’ve ever wondered “do these people hate us?” Here’s your answer
506
REPLY
View 4 replies

Steve III
4 hours ago
things have got to change that’s for damn sure.
3
REPLY

Kyle –
4 hours ago
Elves will not replace us
13
REPLY

ITzMALI Gaming
1 hour ago
Ah yes, Silverman and Rogan, very Christian names. Oy vey.
7
REPLY

DirtyAtreyu
4 hours ago
I don’t remember asking for a bike for Christmas
6
REPLY

Mario TheMartian
10 hours ago
Its interesting how almost all the producers and voice-actors involved in this movie come 
from a certain group, and that group has nothing to do with Christmas. In fact they literally 
murdered the guy who Christmas celebrates.
376
REPLY
View 7 replies



v bee
2 hours ago
Why do the small hats still hate us so much?
7
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
2 hours ago
The Elf cries out in pain as he strikes you.
3
REPLY

Zagiel666
26 minutes ago
All of this could have been avoided had Rudolf Antler not decided to attack Northpoland.
3
REPLY

The War of the Words Podcast
3 hours ago
This elf has been kicked out of 109 different workshops for subversive behavior.
5
REPLY

Kurtis Smith
9 hours ago
“If Elves inside and outside the North Pole should succeed in canceling Christmas, the result 
will be not the Elfization of the earth and thereby the victory of Elves but the annihilation of 
the Elves at the North Pole!”
132
REPLY

King Edward VIII
17 minutes ago
That many Christmas cookies in one night whilst facing snowballs on all fronts?
3
REPLY

Commander Shepard
2 hours ago
On the first day of Hannukah
Schlomo gave to me
A bill for my hate speech fee
8
REPLY

j a
4 hours ago
4 days left until we have to cancel HBO max!
8



REPLY

burnsidepdx
2 hours ago
Gradually, I began to hate the elves…
5
REPLY

Garlic Bread Ben
21 hours ago
The dislike button was removed specifically because they knew this trailer was coming out.
390
REPLY
View 8 replies

marshfield01
2 hours ago
Open borders for the north pole now.
9
REPLY

Ned
3 hours ago
congrats on 6 million likes! also anti-elfitism is not okay.
11
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
2 hours ago
Invite a Elf in your house for a day and you won’t get rid of him in a year. Old Russian 
Proverb
4
REPLY

Lampz
4 hours ago
The Elf’s merchant nose LMAOOOOOOOOOOOO
7
REPLY

Nikolai P
1 day ago
And then … for no reason at all people voted Reltih into power.
324
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View 10 replies

Kerath
2 hours ago
I have the Downvote App installed. It sits on 1.2k upvotes from the Chinese Bots and 22k 
downvotes from some Based Boys.



6
REPLY

Trisbit
3 hours ago
to anybody who can’t view dislikes, as of now this video has 1.2k likes and 21k dislikes. this 
looks like dogshit
6
REPLY

Doctor Tetanus
3 hours ago
Around elves, watch yourselves.
4
REPLY

HLparadise
1 hour ago
Can I Play this movie from a projector on the side of a synagogue, I mean on the editorial 
office.
3
REPLY

tim Than
6 hours ago
Everyone always wants to talk about the toys, but no one ever brings up the elves.
261
REPLY
View reply

Bear O MacCosh
3 hours ago
“A Seasonal Classic!” “The elf will leave you standing thunderstruck!”
1
REPLY

weezerfan084
4 hours ago
Best comment section ever!
12
REPLY

myron gains
4 hours ago
Injured in a slay accident? Good! Call sheckleStein and MoarBerg Law !
6
REPLY

HRH Devere Von Drakenburg HJ
4 hours ago
Think for yourself while it’s still legal



6
REPLY

sumzylols
1 day ago
6k dislikes 1k likes, protecting small content creators like HBO, thankyou Susan, amen
630
REPLY
View 10 replies

Chad
3 hours ago
Maybe we can do one for Hannukah next?
6
REPLY

Fauci Tortured’Puppies
1 hour ago
The ELF is a master subverter
5
REPLY

RIV
1 hour ago
Elves cry out in pain as they strike you.
4
REPLY

G. Moos
2 hours ago
Pause at 0:06
8
REPLY
View reply

GA
13 hours ago
ADL was founded because Leo Frank, check his early life on wiki, SA and unalived a 13 year 
old girl. They said the trial was mean towards his group of people! When the judge reduced 
his sentence after doing this to a child, a mob unalived him after dragging him from his 
prison cell. It was very mean so the ADL was founded 

🙂

This is real. It’s on the ADL page, as well.
Read more
487
REPLY
View 6 replies

Keith M
2 minutes ago
Therefore, I am convinced that I am acting as the agent of our Creator. By fighting off the 
Elves, I am doing the Lord’s work.



2
REPLY

80-0-EightyFive
2 hours ago
“Shalom” to all my fellow Christians!
11
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago (edited)
A Elf is always ready to cross himself if he profits from it. Russian Proverb
4
REPLY

Berzerkor
4 hours ago
update on the like/dislike ratio if you cant see it – 1.2k like 20k dislikes
7
REPLY

Atomic Shaman Sweatlodge
15 hours ago
“Ay Santa, why would dey build swimming pools and theatres for em if they were just gonna 
whack em?” “Ay Santa, how’d da gas stay in, if the door was made of gingerbread?” 
“Gingerbread doors?” “Ay Santa on me mudda. Gingerbread doors”. “Geddafuckouttaheee!”
92
REPLY
View reply

marshfield01
4 hours ago
Hbo is going to outdo Youtube rewind 2021.
3
REPLY

alZiiHardstylez
2 hours ago
The elf cries as it strikes you.
4
REPLY

The MindOnly School
3 hours ago
Who really had a hold of the slave trade and banking? How did they shape history? How do 
they shape history today. Why is it ok to do today
6
REPLY
View reply

mikey2363



1 hour ago
Now what does Sarah Silverman and Seth Rogan have in common……
3
REPLY

Oh dahng boi _2
8 hours ago
>I heard 600 Elves were frosted in the basement of Santa’s Workshop, but here’s what I 
never understood:
>1) The frosting chambers had gingerbread doors, thus preventing an adequate seal from 
forming
>2) Frosting was commonly used all over the world in an industrial capacity and there were 
much sweeter & more effective glazes Santa could’ve used instead
>3) The bakery only had less than 20 ovens, yet I’m supposed to believe Santa baked over 
600 Elves by Christmas? Even running 24/7 Santa could only potentially bake 8 Elves per 
day, as it takes around 3-4 hours to bake an Elf; however, Santa would need to bake nearly 19 
Elves per day for these numbers to make sense
>4) Even after cracking Santa’s code there was still never any mention of a deliberate, 
industrial-scale campaign to frost the Elves. No documentation exists of any formal plan to 
frost the Elves, nor any mention of the frosting itself being intended to be used on Elves
>5) Despite over 600 Elves being frosted, there were actually more Elves after Christmas 
than before.
>6) All 600 Elves were supposedly frosted, baked, and then buried in a 33 acre plot that to 
this day has revealed zero evidence that any Elf remains are found there.
>Sorry but this doesn’t add up
Read more
121
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View 3 replies

SomeGuy
2 hours ago
Gradually, I began to hate the elves
6
REPLY

Anonymoose
4 hours ago
Why are there so many comments hating on elves? 

😂

5
REPLY
View reply

Fiendish Behaviour
3 hours ago
Like to Dislkie Ratio sitting at a whopping +1.2 to -21k for all that can’t see.
What a celebration!
4
REPLY

Zombienomicon
3 hours ago
jews making a christmas movie. you could not make it up. unlike jewish “history”.



9
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Grimnir The Hooded One
7 hours ago
Even though elves make up 2% of the entire population of the world, they represent 75% of 
all workers in Santa’s workshop.
184
REPLY
View 2 replies

the medic
1 hour ago
And the elf will headline “car” kills six at a Christmas parade
4
REPLY

Gary
4 hours ago
Look up “Dancing Elves WTC 9/11”
16
REPLY

g*mer scotsm*n
4 hours ago
I’m dreaming of a white Christmas
4
REPLY

Jon Snow
4 hours ago
That elf Seth been on my mind fr no cap
3
REPLY

CJHotshot
17 hours ago (edited)
Calling it now:
Rotten Tomatoes score: 100%
Audience score: 12%
447
REPLY
View 6 replies

Mr Yes
4 hours ago
How long will it take the elves to make 6 million toys?
5
REPLY

Supremely Thick



54 minutes ago
This comments section is like anudduh Shohohoah! Joy Vey!
11
REPLY

EnglishShieldwall 1997
1 hour ago
I wonder what Seth Rogan and Sarah Silverman both have in common?
3
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
Whoever serves a Elf will not avoid disaster. Russian Proverb
5
REPLY

Vulpes
9 hours ago
“Ayy Tone, the chimney that Santa went down into wasn’t even connected to the house!”
“You gotta be jokin’.”
“On my mother.”
758
REPLY
View 14 replies

Rough Shart
4 hours ago
This far elf stuff seems to need a final solution.
4
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
A Elf takes you not by force, but by temptation. Russian Proverb
4
REPLY

Paul White
3 hours ago
I’m looking forward to pirating this movie and then not watch it.
6
REPLY

Grabbler Scrambler
18 hours ago
Hmmmmm an antiwhite christmas movie made by people in tiny hats who don’t celebrate 
christmas. Curious!
274
REPLY



View 15 replies

Richard
1 hour ago
@0:35 I found this line to be particularly funny. The elves let it slip that questioning the shot 
is anti-elfitic.
5
REPLY

Glowfrog64
3 hours ago
The Elf fears the Santa Squad
6
REPLY

DocC atFace
3 hours ago
whycomes its all elves like me that made this?
somethin tells me that these so called “fellow reindeer” arent quite friends to my adoptive 
family
2
REPLY

no normies allowed
3 hours ago
i havent seen a ratio this bad since 13/50
11
REPLY
View reply

Matt Rampone
2 days ago
I love when two Jewish actors tell me what needs to change about my Christian holiday
863
REPLYView 24 replies

Young Oddo
3 hours ago
4chan boys, remember Sol Invictus! The unconquerable sun

🌞

6
REPLY

Pure
3 hours ago
Why do all the elves has such big noses?
11
REPLY

TubeTheWorld
1 hour ago



They…are dreaming of an anti-white Christmas
6
REPLY

That Riverview Hooligan
3 hours ago
Did this really need to be made?
4
REPLY

L J
6 hours ago
I’m sorry but you’re saying Santa delivered 6 million presents in just 4 hours on Christmas 
night? I don’t think that sounds right.
80
REPLY
View reply

Chaos VII
2 hours ago
Why is there a swimming pool in the toy factory if the elves were only there to make toys?
3
REPLY

Honk Honkler
3 hours ago
The Toyim know
SHUT IT DOWN
13
REPLY

PR spitfire
2 hours ago
No your not taking Christmas from us !
5
REPLY

Invictian
3 hours ago
“Accordingly, it must and dare not be considered a trifling matter but a most serious one to 
seek counsel against this and to save our souls from the Elves, that is, from Krampus and 
from eternal death. My advice, as I said earlier, is:
First, that their workshops be burned down, and that all who are able toss in sulphur and 
coal; it would be good if someone could also throw in some sharp icicles. That would 
demonstrate to Santa our serious resolve and be evidence to all the North Pole that it was in 
ignorance that we tolerated such factories, in which the Elves have reviled Santa, our dear 
Father and toymaker, and his Wife most shamefully up till now but that we have now given 
them their due reward.”
― Martin Luther, The Elves and Their Lies.
Read more
3



REPLY

Tharun Sankar
5 hours ago
This movie is awesome and it’s a massive red pill. I don’t understand why there’s more than 
6 million dislikes?
385
REPLY

View 10 replies

WandererofAlbion
3 hours ago
I hate the Antichrist
15
REPLY

Broasca Patriota
1 hour ago
How could they wrap 5 plus 1 million presents in such a short time? Its impossible! 
christmas is a hoax
3
REPLY

Baby Sneed
3 hours ago
Around elves watch yourselves
8
REPLY

Delta Mike
2 hours ago
These elves look very dirty, are they afraid of showers?
5
REPLY

Dorugoramon 0
18 hours ago (edited)
Youtube can hide the Dislikes, they can hide the comments, but they can never hide the fact 
that Santa’s Workshop had *Wooden Doors*.
209
REPLY

View 3 replies

Capt. Jack Aubrey
1 hour ago
The judeo-elf cries out in pain as they strike you
4



REPLY

Jason Rosov
53 minutes ago
Reminder that dislikes are viewable in incognito mode
8
REPLY

Xeno Phon
3 hours ago
I didn’t know Santa was a Goblin now. That explains a lot.
1
REPLY

Subliminalware Studio
37 minutes ago
I refuse everything elfish now.
4
REPLY

JoeStrk
9 hours ago
Oh boy this looks like a great Christmas flick. Another one I put on with the family is The 
Greatest Story Never Told, truly captures the Christmas spirit as well!
255
REPLY
View 6 replies

Generic03
3 hours ago
Where is the Polar Express to work camp? Naughty Elves
5
REPLY

Dave Border
4 hours ago
More woke garbage. In the last week we have had Gay Santa in Scandinavia, Black Santa & 
now Feminist Santa.
7
REPLY

Mel Gibson
3 hours ago
These comments are 

🔥

13
REPLY

Simon Woods
3 hours ago
I promise that I’ll be surprised when the comments section will be disabled.



For no reason at all of course.
5
REPLY

Monty Mole
16 hours ago
I highly recommend the book “The International Santa” by Henry Ford for anyone who 
wants to learn more about the story of Christmas
328
REPLY
View 13 replies

Build the Wall with the Woke
41 minutes ago
You misspelled “Satanic”.
6
REPLY

HeWas InTheWay
4 hours ago
I can’t wait to never watch it!
11
REPLY

clpfox
2 hours ago
The elf fears the samurai
7
REPLY

Rebel
4 hours ago
A film of elves, made by.. Elves?
8
REPLY

Kevistation
8 hours ago
Theres no way you could cook 6 million gingerbread cookies in that amount of time while 
fighting a two front war on Christmas.
419
REPLY
View 2 replies

Nope NotGivingYouThis
1 hour ago
Hey YouTube, thanks for removing the dislike button. Now I can fully express myself and say 
I hate this instead.
1
REPLY



Billy Browncow
4 hours ago
Free palestine for Christmas
11
REPLY

Allen Delarosa
4 hours ago
Who’s really surprised that these two would make more garbage
5
REPLY

ceeam
2 hours ago

Elves are Satna’s little helpers.
4
REPLY

Enwurd Dindunuffin
1 day ago
I wonder which group of people who hate Christmas could be behind this production?
346
REPLY

View 9 replies

Fauci Tortured’Puppies
3 hours ago
Anyone else steal ELF Torahs and shat on it? It’s basically Seth Rogan comedy
3
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
First a Elf treats you to a drink, then he makes you a drunkard. Russian Proverb
2
REPLY

Alan Sharpe
3 hours ago
How has YouTube not deleted all these based comments yet? Lol.
10
REPLY
View reply

Logos Rising
4 hours ago
Unlikable characters played by insufferable creatures. Good luck making your money back!
6



REPLY
View reply

Moon Man
18 hours ago
Every. Single. Christmastime.
361
REPLY
View 5 replies

glenn walking dead
3 minutes ago
They release this immediately after the Waukesha Christmas Parade terror attack? A black 
man that posted anti-white ideology on his social media murdered and injured so many 
innocent white people during that Christmas Parade. It is the most deadly mass murder with 
a vehicle in American History and it was fueled by anti-white racism (which we are now 
learning is not only real, but also is motivating murders against innocent white people in 
America).
This movie is insensitive and poorly timed. White people are a people with a white culture 
and Santa is a part of that. White people as a concept is not evil nor bad in any way. Stop 
trying to deconstruct whiteness and pin all of the evil in America on whiteness and white 
people. The creators of this move obviously believe the opposite. This movie, as far as I am 
concerned, is truly evil. Who supports this?
Read more
4
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Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
A Elf stinks as badly as he looks. Russian proverb
6
REPLY

Lumpy Space Prince
1 hour ago
I heard Santa would make lampshades from the skins of bad Elves
2
REPLY

Scoopity Woop
2 hours ago
kino comment section, thanks for the laughs lads
8
REPLY

Joseph Sneed
21 hours ago (edited)
Ay Tone, why do they keep sayin’ elves are the only friends we got in the North Pole if we 
nevah had enemies before they showed up? Just doesn’t add up
147
REPLY



View reply

Shooter Heming
3 hours ago
Hans, get the flammenwerfer.
8
REPLY

Who’s ThatBuer
7 minutes ago (edited)
How did Santa come down the chimney when photographs show that the chimney was built 
after Christmas?
3
REPLY

Anon
31 minutes ago
What an Elvish garbage…
Elves truly cry as they stab you in the back.
7
REPLY

Suicide Hotline
4 hours ago
Biggest redpill I have swallowed in a while
6
REPLY

Clown Mode
7 hours ago
I wonder why Seth Rogan and Sarah Silverman don’t make a movie parody of Hanukkah? 
What do these two have in common that would make them hate Christmas?
76
REPLY
View 2 replies

GreenJacket
2 hours ago
Gradually, I began to hate them
10
REPLY
View 2 replies

Clay W
4 hours ago
Lol Santa becomes a Jewish Woman…why do they hate us so much?
5
REPLY

Noel Cahill
1 hour ago



The elves will not replace us.
5
REPLY

ModerateExtremist
4 hours ago
all the storm bros are back in town
5
REPLY
View reply

badassblackman
6 hours ago (edited)
Okay Okay, I’m no Santa Clause denier, but let’s say it takes his workshop 2-3 hours to 
cremate– I mean create a toy. And let’s say he has 5 workshops building toys 24/7 it would 
take him 10 years to create 6 mmillion toys! And that’s with a modern workshop!
51
REPLY
View reply

Gcakpapoflolh
52 minutes ago
They said “Protocols of the Elders of Elf” was fabricated. Films like this one make me think 
that it actually wasn’t.
7
REPLY

Luger
2 hours ago
Santas Christmas Spirir will rise from the grave and the world will know that he was right 
about the Elves and their lies.
1
REPLY

Tate Craft
4 hours ago
Concerning the Elves by Mark Twain
4
REPLY

Digital Soldier
4 hours ago
Henry Ford knew elves
International Elves
7
REPLY

Ali Ejam
6 hours ago
The moment when Santa goes down the chimney and finds out it was built after the the 
Second Global Solstice and it’s not connected to the bakery!
104



REPLY
View reply

Dread Pirate
3 hours ago
What is the math on cooking a certain amount of Christmas cookies. Apparently certain 
numbers get your comment automatically removed.
4
REPLY

Jolly Jake Lovell
2 hours ago
I wonder why these elves have been asked to leave 109-111 workshops?
6
REPLY

Gil of Assyria
2 hours ago
Haven’t seen a movie about elves in a long while. Let’s go Elves!
REPLY

Jake Harriet
3 hours ago
Elf-vey shut it down.
8
REPLY

Duterte Helicopter Rides
5 hours ago
And then one day, for absolutely NO discernable reason at all, the people elected Rudolph 
Reindeer.
183
REPLY
View 5 replies

Donkey Milkers
56 minutes ago
I hate elves so much it´s unreal.
8
REPLY

sdjslkdjls skldjslkdjsl
1 hour ago
I can’t wait for ‘The Ghost of Christmas >Early Life’
1
REPLY

cybersquidarmy squid
4 hours ago (edited)
Never trust knife ears
They’ll cry out in pain as they stab you in the back



2
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Dread Pirate
3 hours ago
“wooden doors”
10
REPLY

KozyKultureHour
1 day ago
Did any individuals that actually CELEBRATE Christmas work on this film?
Why make a movie about something you hate? Just to mock those of us who do celebrate 
Christmas? Such bitter people.
337
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View 14 replies

Young Oddo
3 hours ago
Have you done 100 pushups yet today soldier?
7
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Aaron M
2 hours ago
How do you do my fellow Christians?
11
REPLY
View reply

PureNomad
2 hours ago
HBO just cancelled Christmas, while Christians cancel their subscriptions.
4
REPLY

Kevin Johnston
2 hours ago
Why did elves steal American nuclear secrets for the North Pole?
4
REPLY

Sven
1 day ago
Gradually I began to hate them.
All this had but one good side: that in proportion as the real leaders or at least the 
disseminators of Hollywood came within my vision, my love for my people inevitably grew. 
For who, in view of the diabolical craftiness of these seducers, could damn the luckless 
victims? How hard it was, even for me, to get the better of thus race of dialectical liars and 
corruptors!
Read more
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View 2 replies

J3 Sobieski
1 hour ago
for sophisticated comment section enjoyers wanting more, you can continue entertaining 
yourselves by reading comment section of a random hava nagila song
3
REPLY

Barack Hussein Osama
3 hours ago
Wooden boxes wouldn’t hold in the presents through. They’d need to be airtight. Something 
doesn’t add up here…
2
REPLY

Charles1642
3 hours ago
Christmas Elves,more like sheckle Goblins.
4
REPLY

Winston Wolf
44 minutes ago
1917 Bolshevik Revolution colourized.
10
REPLY

Arian Cook
6 hours ago
All I want for Christmas is a Christmas movie with swearing, drugs and political commentary 
on gender and race instead of all that lame traditional stuff about Family and Jesus. Thank 
you HBO!!
449
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View 7 replies

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago (edited)
Where a Elf walks, men’s tears flow. Russian Proverb
3
REPLY

Robot Bjorn
4 hours ago
Will the North Pole be number 110?
7
REPLY



Zama
2 hours ago
This comment section.

😂 😂 😂

8
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Lance McKee
19 minutes ago
6million elves were not harmed in the making of this trash
5
REPLY

Ivor Biggun
2 days ago
The fact that they brought back old school stop-motion animators for this purpose, is truly 
dispiriting.
842
REPLY
View 14 replies

antichrist hater
5 minutes ago
For those who can’t see the likes, it’s currently at 6m
4
REPLY

Kevistation
1 minute ago
The North Pole was created by White Santas so it makes perfect sense the elves would come 
there to subvert its beauty and culture.
2
REPLY

( °͡ ʖ͜ °͡)
4 hours ago
Egg Nogg can melt Cinnamon beams.
6
REPLY

lum �
3 hours ago
i hate elves so much
15
REPLY

keYserSOze80
2 days ago
The optics of two Jewish “comedians” mocking a Christian holiday is dreadful. Even the 
animation looks cheap and nasty. Congratulations HBO!
375
REPLY



View 6 replies

blah3608
4 hours ago (edited)
Someone should tell these people to convert
5
REPLY

J F
2 hours ago
Every.single.time
6
REPLY

Jrad
3 hours ago
Those sure are some aerodynamic noses
5
REPLY

Random Person
1 hour ago
We need a cross over flick with this movie and goblin slayer… how long will we allow these 
goblins/elves to ruin Christmas?
1
REPLY

Old Mate
8 hours ago (edited)
“It is necessary that I should deliver toys for my people, but when my belly rises from the 
chimney, the whole world will know I was right.”
-Santa Claus
110
REPLY
View reply

Beef Juicer
2 hours ago
We’re tired of the chews. Only one way to deal with them.
4
REPLY
View reply

Travis Turner
2 hours ago
Santa’s Chosen.
4
REPLY

Looyah
3 hours ago



Rudolph’s nose is awfully big this year…
4
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago (edited)
A Elf in business is like a leech on the skin. Russian proverb
3
REPLY

Waywardnoodle
1 day ago
It’s amazing that HBO will back a movie with so much hate.
406
REPLY
View 15 replies

Jimmy McNutty
4 hours ago
/pol/ is obviously still an active board
11
REPLY
View reply

Cityrotta
3 hours ago
Aah yes elves have big noses so they can smell the gingerbread better
3
REPLY

Gary
4 hours ago
Elves did 9/11
18
REPLY

Meme Wizard
2 hours ago
Elfs ruin everything
6
REPLY
View reply

Diversity-Approved YouTube Handle
3 days ago
But…but the Dislike count is gone. I guess we’ll never know if everyone hates this and just 
have to assume that everyone thinks it’s amazing.
You win again Legacy Media!
252
REPLY



View 20 replies

J Jones Creations
6 minutes ago
The elf convinces us that he is us and that we should hate our heritage, but the elf is very 
different from us
4
REPLY

WesternSon
3 hours ago
Every Single Time
7
REPLY

Dimitri Richard
1 hour ago
Oy vey why is the comment section still on, shut it down!
9
REPLY

Podbori
16 minutes ago
Currently has 25 thousand dislikes
8
REPLY
View reply

J. Bones
3 days ago
I’ve never wanted someone to cancel Christmas as much as I do now. It would literally be a 
Christmas miracle if the world was spared this abortion.
496
REPLY
View 11 replies

Warp Sneed
45 minutes ago
The Reindeer know! Shut it down!
6
REPLY

Duh Harro
31 minutes ago
The elves removed my dislike.
5
REPLY

Tomthetrainwreck
1 hour ago
…. a little too on the nose…. like sausage party. This will leave audiences confused and 



depressed they lost 2hrs of their lives
2
REPLY

clpfox
2 hours ago
The elf shall not replace us
6
REPLY

Santa Claus
11 hours ago
As the real Santa Clause. I highly disapprove of this trailer and condemn the so-called 
“people” behind it’s creation. Sin and degeneracy make Santa VERY sad. The last time Santa 
was this sad was in February of 1933, just before the German Elections of that year. Santa 
gave the world a GREAT gift that year, and the world rejected it Santa’s kindness, which was 
twisted INTO HATRED by the same “people” who’s decedents are producing this… UTTER 
GARBAGE!
Read more
63
REPLY
View reply

warner tesla
1 hour ago
Dangerously based comment section
13
REPLY

chungus
1 hour ago
Oy vey! This comment section sure seems anti-santamitic!
5
REPLY

Challenger_2021
4 hours ago
These comments are hilarious 

😂

6
REPLY

Samuel Clemens
3 hours ago
Trying to subvert another Christian holiday I see
7
REPLY

Jeff Simmons
17 hours ago (edited)
Why are people who have never celebrated Christmas, making Christmas movies? Did you 
think people would just not notice?



164
REPLY
View 2 replies

Lugh Samildanach
2 hours ago
Silverman needs to be minecrafted.
4
REPLY
View reply

Tman
2 hours ago (edited)
This comment section is a white pill
9
REPLY

Helder Aragão
4 hours ago
Christmas is about CHRIST.
4
REPLY

Atlas
3 hours ago
SAINT NICHOLAS DID NOTHING WRONG!
2
REPLY

C S
2 days ago
I’m Christian, and can’t wait to write a movie about what I want to change about Chanukah 

😂 🤣 😂

226
REPLY
View 11 replies

blauer Bruder
1 hour ago
Satan Inc.
10
REPLY

Mr Right
2 hours ago
Least they got Sarah Silvermans nose right
4
REPLY

Soull3ss



1 hour ago
Let’s check the early life section
6
REPLY

Kevistation
9 minutes ago
The toys know…shut it down!
5
REPLY

Greasy TacoMeat
17 hours ago
If Christians made a movie wrecking Jewish holidays, would that be widely acceptable?
201
REPLY
View reply

spyloos
4 hours ago
I saw this trash on another channel , just dropping by to leave my dislike. I hope the creators 
don’t feel harassed seeing the dislike ratio lol
4
REPLY

Jason Rosov
46 minutes ago
A certain pregnant woman with massive milkers who will remain nameless
3
REPLY

Fellow Pete
3 hours ago
I wonder, if a fire broke out inside a gingerbread house, would those same gingerbread walls 
be able to seal in all of the smoke inside?
1
REPLY

Zed Bizi
4 hours ago
I hate the antichristmas
9
REPLY
View reply

DajuiceMain
2 days ago
This is the small creators YouTube are protecting, by removing the dislike button.
144
REPLY



View reply

tim maacqi
2 hours ago
Atleast the elves all left to there own country once we have it to them instead of just 
controlling every non elves country Behind the curtain with usery
1
REPLY

Mori Okada
1 hour ago
Jeffery Elfstein didn’t ice himself
5
REPLY

Ernests Lacis
1 hour ago
Mr Rogan, Youtube removed dislikes.
Excellent, release the trailer.
2
REPLY

The Mrcoolbrother
2 days ago
“WhY cAn’T a WoMaN bE sAnTa?”
Because, baby girl, Santa is based on Saint Nicolas (the real-life Santa) and he was a MAN!
Or do you want to butcher another historical/festive figure with Anne Boleyn (in HBO) just 
because “wHiTeS aNd MaLeS bAd”?
185
REPLY
View 3 replies

michael c
3 hours ago
I have a feeling this comment section,,will get 6 million thumbs down.
4
REPLY

Paul Krüger
1 hour ago
The Elf cry’s out in pain as he strikes you!
1
REPLY

MANX MAN
56 minutes ago
I guess this is Jewish humour.
6
REPLY

soulrisk1010



9 hours ago
“Disheartening for America, but great for us!”
They aren’t even trying to hide it.
244
REPLY

No Mercy
2 hours ago
My struggle is a beautiful book.
4
REPLY
View reply

Simo Mol
4 hours ago
I’m stoned and I don’t even find this remotely funny. Is this what modern entertainment has 
become?
4
REPLY
View reply

Zombienomicon
3 hours ago
Santa Inc
Satan ic n
SATANIC
just a cohencidence
8
REPLY
View 2 replies

Berzerkor
4 minutes ago
In 24 European countries, its illegal to speak about elves
3
REPLY

Jason Bryan
1 day ago
This is the most small hat movie I have EVER seen!
236
REPLY
View 2 replies

Corona Phyrrus
1 hour ago
I am angry.
ANGRY ABOUT ELVES!
4
REPLY

Mr Jiggles



4 hours ago
The North Pole Times blames the poor audience reviews on angry snowmen.
3
REPLY

pornstar pussy*
2 hours ago
Wishing everyone a very subversive Christmas!
– Elves
18
REPLY
View reply

Edward III Plantagenet
1 hour ago
Let’s get to six million dislikes
10
REPLY

Haywood Jablomi
9 hours ago
It’s never your fault. Never your fault. Always the victims. It’s never your fault.
130
REPLY

Good Green Goy
2 hours ago
Gas the elves when?
10
REPLY

Chuck Freeman
3 hours ago
Sarah the christ hater in a Christmas movie. god i hate elves
6
REPLY

magic3383
14 minutes ago
Reading the comments… Does everyone know now?
8
REPLY
View reply

Digital Soldier
3 hours ago
The toyim know
21
REPLY

Clement Dunne



5 hours ago
Fun fact; contrary to popular belief Santa Claus is not at the North Pole. He is in Argentina.
61
REPLY
View reply

Sarah Gilmer Payne
3 hours ago
Best comments ever. Thanks frens!
8
REPLY

Alex Dracu
1 hour ago
i love you all, my brothers and sisters
8
REPLY

Carlord
4 hours ago
Moonman moonman can’t you see?
7
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
A Elf boasts of things a gentile repents for. Russian Proverb
4
REPLY

Genericdude
5 hours ago (edited)
Hard to believe that the incident involving a gingerbread man running his sleigh into that
Christmas parade was forgotten already. i heard 6 people died and 62
were injured.
100
REPLY
View 4 replies

Abcess All Areas
4 hours ago
Jews eh?
I want to make a movie that mocks jewish customs and sensibilities, do you think I will be 
able to finance and produce such a film?
3
REPLY

Andrei
2 hours ago
God, I hate elves!
6



REPLY

Mangus
4 hours ago
20k downvotes! We did it, reddit!
10
REPLY
View 3 replies

Butze
1 minute ago
Santa did nothing wrong.
3
REPLY

Golden Honey Bee
1 day ago
Why aren’t these wonderful Jewish actors making these kind of cool movies about their 
Jewish holidays. It seems they only bless Christian holidays with their hate.
124
REPLY
View 2 replies

alZiiHardstylez
2 hours ago
Santa did nothing wrong.
3
REPLY

bananasmatter
1 hour ago
Don’t forget that the creators still get to see the dislikes 

🙂

3
REPLY

Jon Snow
4 hours ago
Likes: 1.2k
Dislikes: 6 million
11/29/21
7
REPLY

Miles Idaho
4 hours ago
Dislikes at 19k. Love it. This garbage deserves more though.
7
REPLY
View 3 replies



Rolue Vas Reisa
3 days ago
No. Sorry. Denied. California you dont get to talk about racism when you attacked Larry 
Elder for his skin color and wanted a straight Caucasian man, Gavin Nusuem. To lead 
instead. Your racism card has been denied HBO. Apologize immediately
298
REPLY
View 11 replies

sinkingbugger
1 hour ago
Will the toys associated with the movie confirm to federal law on flame resistance?
2
REPLY

Mike B
3 hours ago
Look at the comments!
Oy Vey shut it down!
9
REPLY

Love Life & Anarchy
4 hours ago
Meanwhile, the elves were at it again…
4
REPLY
View 2 replies

Alex Daniel Gordon
3 minutes ago
i wonder who Lev Davidovich Bronstein could be, and also what he was pushing 

🤔

2
REPLY

Fresh Redbush
6 hours ago (edited)
Imagine if we all got together and made a Hanukkah movie for the elf’s
86
REPLY
View 3 replies

The MindOnly School
3 hours ago
Imagine making fun of Jewish religious supremacist in their country?
3
REPLY

BudderBiscuitGamer1488
4 hours ago
Given the creators and “talent,” is this actually just a movie about Hanuka?



1
REPLY

Suck McJones
4 hours ago
How do you do fellow elves.
5
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
Let a Elf into your house for a day and you won’t get rid of him in a year. Russian Proverb
2
REPLY

Red C
17 hours ago
How can Santa visit 6 million houses in one night if it takes 1 minute to go down every 
chimney it would take 11 years. The numbers don’t make any sense.
88
REPLY
View reply

Marcus Melville
43 seconds ago
Call an elf an elf, and watch him recoil as to say “ah, I’ve been found out”
1
REPLY

Ordinary Non Player Character
1 minute ago
Elves use in-group preference to help one another, that’s why elves are just .2% of the 
population but 35% of billionaires
2
REPLY

Absent Archer
1 minute ago
Wait, how come the elves can have a wall aournd its hometown but the others need to be 
open for everyone?
1
REPLY

David McBryde
19 minutes ago
Dislike. Would this racial vilification be permitted against any other race?
6
REPLY

D K
2 days ago



Seth rogan’s wife’s boyfriend dislikes this movie, but his almost annual car thief appreciates 
him finding work.
76
REPLY
View reply

Carl Grant
26 minutes ago
Why do the elves have such big noses?
8
REPLY
View reply

Ozymandias
25 seconds ago
The more I see how naughty elves really are , the more I can’t unsee it.
REPLY

Jack
20 minutes ago
24k dislikes and counting lmao
6
REPLY

Nihilfist
10 minutes ago
2070 The North Pole straight up ripped off the map. BYE BYE BYE
3
REPLY

Matt
5 hours ago
If you’re not anti semitic at this point, you’re simply not paying attention.
94
REPLY
View 5 replies

Richard Madden
19 minutes ago
We need to deconstruct something………….
4
REPLY

Anon
4 minutes ago
I HATE THE ANTI-SANTA
5
REPLY

captain memelord
3 hours ago



Holy ratio, Batman
4
REPLY

Dio Brando
4 hours ago
Up to 20k dislikes lmao
8
REPLY

Zorro9129
6 hours ago
“Every country has the Elves it deserves” –Candycane Christmas
107
REPLY
View 2 replies

Ezra Ezza
3 hours ago
In B4 they SHUT IT DOWN
6
REPLY

Peter
3 hours ago
Elves cry in pain while stabbing the Santa
3
REPLY

Dread Pirate
2 hours ago
Any dancing elves in this abomination? Search for the dancing elves, they are famous.
4
REPLY
View reply

Raymond Foster
2 hours ago
down vote is at 22k. I wonder is kwanzaa going to get the same treatment?
4
REPLY

Warp Sneed
13 hours ago
“Every single time!” exclaimed Uncle Santa and Dr. Goybells.
331
REPLY

Harbinger6
2 hours ago
Gradually, I began to hate them



5
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
Pandering to a Elf is no different from being a thief yourself. Russian Proverb
2
REPLY

biscuit rage
2 hours ago
I wish I could download all of these comments. LOL
4
REPLY
View reply

Joe Shanley
15 hours ago
Boy there’s a lot of people from a certain ethnoreligious group that shall remain unnamed in 
this movie
164
REPLY
View reply

Dread Pirate
3 hours ago
“Ay, Tone”
8
REPLY

Tom
3 hours ago
Yes Santa is white and is being voiced by a “white” man
2
REPLY

Malt
1 hour ago
Therefore be on your guard against the elves, knowing that wherever they have their 
gingerhouses, nothing is found but a den of Krampus in wich sheer self-glory, conceit, lies, 
blasphemy and defaming of Santa Claus and men are praticed most maliciously and 
veheming his eyes on them.
1
REPLY

ivan
2 hours ago
Fellow snowfairies, we must import trolls into our lands or we will not survive!
2
REPLY



BIG DUMMY MANE
4 hours ago
Santa was right about almost everything
113
REPLY

Darth dank
4 hours ago
20k dislike to 1.2k likes……for when they delete the down button…
3
REPLY

Andrew M
3 hours ago
It’s all so tiresome
8
REPLY

AlphaIkaros
51 seconds ago
This comment section is just like the one under the Hava Nagila video… simply wonderful
2
REPLY

Dan LaBok
2 days ago
You better watch out, you better obey, Hollywood SJW’s are heading our way…Christmas 
Cringe is coming to town.
115
REPLY
View 2 replies

imaginerevolutionary
4 hours ago
Happy Hanukkah!!!
6
REPLY

Obamium
4 hours ago
Why do they let jews make christmas movies
9
REPLY
View reply

ak47yourface
12 hours ago
It’s not very common knowledge that Elves used to take the blood from Christian boys and 
girls and put it in their own gingerbread to celebrate finishing their work for that year.
234
REPLY



View reply

hedgehogsonic jonetk
1 hour ago
Next update they are taking away the comments for sure lol
4
REPLY

Ex Ob
2 hours ago
So I guess this year we’ll be renting the presents?
1
REPLY

Master of None
2 hours ago
This reeks of Matzah ball
s
4
REPLY

Next Anvil
15 hours ago
1.1K likes and 11K dislike. Now that’s a Christmas miracle
156
REPLY
View 4 replies

Siddharth Garg
3 hours ago
commemts make sense after watching the video.
11
REPLY

Blain Gunter
3 hours ago
There’s an extension for chrome based browsers called ‘return youtube dislikes’, there is one 
for Firefox as well.
3
REPLY

T R
4 hours ago
Name the Jew!
8
REPLY

STOP/RESET
28 minutes ago
1,3k likes 24k dislikes. No one wants to see this movie. But they will release it. And they will 
make more like it. Because it’s not about money.



3
REPLY

Herr Doktor Professor Eldritch Jaeger
1 day ago
For those who can’t see it, the like-dislike ratio is now at 1.1K likes to 5.3K dislikes.
119
REPLY
View 4 replies

Timmy The Seal
32 minutes ago
0:06 Not so subtle…
6
REPLY

LuFalcon
1 hour ago
Yeah… Movies like this show me the elves were never the victim.
2
REPLY

ShittyPigTits
3 hours ago
HOHOHO! STASI CHRISTMAS EVERYONE!
2
REPLY

ExpertCriticism
1 hour ago
Dislikes currently at 23k. I literally cant breathe!
3
REPLY

SmedleyDouwright
2 days ago (edited)
Rogan and Silverman are totally not anti-Christian Jews.
758
REPLY
View 29 replies

Michael Lifts
4 hours ago
Dislikes update: 20k
8
REPLY

Freshly Baked Social Club
15 minutes ago
Lucifer son of the morning… We’re gonna chase you out of Earth
2



REPLY

ecoterrorist
27 minutes ago
Current ratio is at 1.3k likes to 24k dislikes
5
REPLY

Lugh Samildanach
2 hours ago
a c c e l e r a t e
6
REPLY

True Fitness
3 days ago
Two Jewish people slamming Christmas, makes you realise you don’t have to have talent to 
do well in Hollywood unless you’re of a certain religion
164
REPLY
View 4 replies

SPIDERDRAGONfly
3 hours ago
Do all elves have big noses?
5
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
What God loves, a Elf discards. Russian proverb
3
REPLY

Invictian
2 hours ago
0:32
>TFW Jeffery Elfstein asks for the 100th sauna this week.
2
REPLY
View reply

Mossy
2 hours ago
I’m angry! ANGRY about ELVES!!!
2
REPLY

Crimson Steel
2 days ago
0:36



Oh god, the vaccine line.
Lines like this will make your film age like Ice Cream in the desert. If someone watched this 
10 years from now they will not get it or think “Wow. That’s relic from the past.”
The best Christmas films are timeless, so you can potentially watch them every year. 
Whoever wrote this can’t get their head out of current year.
Read more
154
REPLY
View 8 replies

Ragnarøcker
1 hour ago
At a time when we’re all told to mask up again, yours is certainly off
REPLY

ThankYouSniper
4 hours ago
So many jews
13
REPLY
View reply

locknloadvideo
2 hours ago
I will make those of the workshop of Krampus who say that they are elves and are not, but 
are lying—I will make them come and bow down before your feet, and they will learn that I 
have loved you.
1
REPLY

Stanislav Grayus
33 minutes ago
Stop elfing me!
4
REPLY
Alex Johnson
5 hours ago
Santa Claus was right about almost everything
57
REPLY

View reply

Sinan Alay
4 hours ago (edited)
I am the dislike button.
Note= in case they remove it
Read more
5
REPLY

Aurelius Haze



4 hours ago
I AM ANGRY. ANGRY ABOUT ELVES.
3
REPLY

onecowstampede
1 hour ago
Oops misspelled Satan inc
4
REPLY

Andrei
24 minutes ago
Toyim knows!
5
REPLY

VOLD GAMER
3 days ago
can’t believe there is actual human beings in the comments saying “i can’t wait to see this”
the next generation is so screwed
585
REPLY
View 21 replies

artefact
3 hours ago
1.2k likes, 21k dislikes, 9.6k comments as of midnight PDT Monday 29.
3
REPLY

Chaos VII
1 hour ago
How did Santa go down the chimney stack to deliver their presents when it wasn’t even 
connected to the house?
REPLY

Luke O’Brien
4 hours ago
20K dislikes as of 11/29/21.
6
REPLY

chad lynch
1 hour ago
It’s like if ISIS made a stop animation comedy about the Holocaust with voices done by those 
guys you see in the MEMRI videos.
2
REPLY

Fuk Juuz



1 day ago
Ironically this isn’t even the worst of your works
131
REPLY

Anglos in America
3 hours ago
Shalom my fellow elf people.
5
REPLY

Shiro
3 hours ago
First there was Elf on a shelf now you have
2
REPLY

juicyjumbler
4 hours ago
Dislikes at over 17k+
7
REPLY

Capt Pothas
4 hours ago
Seth Rogan is gross
9
REPLY

Fartson McBladder
5 hours ago
Movies like these really make me think that Santa was right all along…
131
REPLY

Misc Girl
2 hours ago
Elf gonna Elf
5
REPLY

ShifterAP
25 minutes ago
Am I the only one here who is supporting the bad guys? 

🙂

1
REPLY

Sausage 360
7 hours ago
“ELVES could be here” Santa thought as he filled up his sleigh, “I’ve never been to this part 



of the North Pole before. There could be ELVES anywhere.” the frosty wind felt good against 
his bare chest. “I HATE ELVES.” he thought. ‘Baby It’s Cold Outside’ reverberated his entire 
sleigh making it pulsate even as cheap $9 eggnog circulated through his powerful thick veins 
and washed away his (merited) fears of goblins after dark. “With a sleigh, you can go 
anywhere you want” he said to himself out loud.
Read more
117
REPLY
View 2 replies

burnsidepdx
2 hours ago
Not “another” Jollycaust
2
REPLY

ceeam
2 hours ago
I HATE THE ANTICHRISTMAS
4
REPLY

cybersquidarmy squid
4 hours ago
Elfen Lied, people died
7
REPLY

Poon Blaster
2 days ago
Just when I thought hbo couldn’t make anything worse they proved me wrong. What a hot 
steaming pile
187
REPLY

Patrick Leary
1 hour ago
Alexandra Rushfield (writer/creator): jew. Seth Rogan: jew. Sarah Silverman: jew. Leslie 
Grossman: jew.
3
REPLY

Mr T
1 hour ago
I am so sick of the anti-slay-matism in the comments.
3
REPLY

Ng
2 hours ago
Ah more propaganda for the children. Another reason mine won’t be watching this new age 
rubbish



4
REPLY

Em Jay
2 days ago
You know why the role of Santa is over represented by white men?
Because it’s a full time job.
105
REPLY
View 3 replies

Rumble Terrier
3 hours ago
2 jews in a movie about Christmas… cringe asf.
7
REPLY
View reply

Marcos Diaz
2 hours ago
I’ll be the dislike button this time.
5
REPLY

Gulag Warlord
2 hours ago
What is this pozzed bs? I always knew they hated Christmas but wow
2
REPLY

j a
4 hours ago
Since South Park is moving off of HBO max and being replaced by this garbage, I guess I no 
longer need to subscribe… I’ll try Paramount plus instead
2
REPLY

Digital Soldier
7 hours ago (edited)
Fun fact: The elves got typhoid & starved when the reindeer couldn’t get through because the 
supply chain was cut…
61
REPLY
View 3 replies

Geo S
3 hours ago
Oy gewalt. Merry hannukah
5
REPLY



Reckoning Day
2 minutes ago
Massive execution of the elves. Why is it these creatures Antler did choose? I think it’s funny 
watching the blood ooze. Lungs filled with gas now they’ve passed. Rudolph Antler Rudolph 
Antler…
2
REPLY

Intermission
1 day ago
We get it, you want the entirety of American culture subverted. You don’t need to be so 
obvious about it. Maybe hire a subtlety department.
302
REPLY
View 4 replies

lethalBilly
39 minutes ago
Der Ewige Elf
6
REPLY

Ordinary Non Player Character
1 minute ago
The elvish holy book demands blood from the non-elf babies
1
REPLY

tim maacqi
1 hour ago
Elf controlled NGO’s seem to have taken off the dislikes. Comments next for sure.
2
REPLY

James
3 hours ago
If you have gotten this far, just remember they removed the Unhappy Santa Button so trash 
like this can thrive.
1
REPLY

Asdis Skagen
2 days ago
I certainly hope woke Hollywood keeps making stuff like this, because that will drive 
audiences to seek out small, independent movie makers with actual talent and support them. 
This will hopefully eventually drag enough money away from Hollywood to starve that 
diseased beast.
93
REPLY
View 2 replies

Matthew Floyd



3 hours ago
Now yuo see…
5
REPLY

Greg’s Voice
2 hours ago
Looks like something that should also be relegated to parody.
REPLY

Dread Pirate
2 hours ago
Are you saying Elf Frank dieded in a hospital? That doesn’t make sense…..
2
REPLY

Gil of Assyria
1 hour ago
The North Koreans sent Rogans “The Interview”, directly to dvd. Maybe this one should 
meet the same fate. Boycott this movie made by antiChristians. If Christians feel offended by 
this movie, contact a lawyer. We will not allow AntiChristianism to exist in America. USA 
USA USA
1
REPLY

Friedrich Wilhelm von Steuben
18 hours ago
Alexandra Rushfield
Sarah Silverman
Seth Rogan
Leslie Grossman
Anti-white, Anti-Christian
Checks early life
Ah, that explains it
Read more
54
REPLY
View 2 replies

Hel Inn
4 hours ago
Satanic horror show.
5
REPLY

Scot E Nat
1 hour ago
Noticing intensifies
7
REPLY

Hevsa vonHevsa



1 hour ago
Iron Dome for Christmas
2
REPLY

RT Kbeck
2 days ago
Two years later and HBO keeps confirming that my choice to cancel all of their services was 
the correct decision
164
REPLY
View 4 replies

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
While you drink, a Elf steals your money. Russian Proverb
2
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago
Wherever a Elf goes, misfortune brews. Russian proverb
2
REPLY

TH
59 minutes ago
1.3k likes, 23k dislikes
6
REPLY

Alpha probe
2 hours ago
Santa has AT LEAST 6 million chimneys to go down
1
REPLY

Dino Con
1 day ago
Just to let you know, the type of people who made this movie are the same people who don’t 
want you to know that what happened in Wakeusha was an anti-white terror attack.
61
REPLY
View 3 replies

Roșca Vlad
3 hours ago
Oh look, another propaganda movie for the kids!
4
REPLY



Sinnoth
1 hour ago
Qui you ask? Easy, it’s in the description. Don’t be surprised, without pest control there will 
be pests.
1
REPLY

TJV
53 minutes ago
Wooden doors 

😀

3
REPLY

Nox
11 hours ago
They can’t even hide their hatred for Christmas and Christianity
521
REPLY
View 19 replies

Vicus Utrecht
26 minutes ago
Patriots
dot
Win

Brought me here
Read more
2
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago (edited)
A Elf is nourished by mischief. Russian Proverb
3
REPLY

Pubert
3 days ago
This was incredibly hard to watch and whatever “writers” wrote this should be embarrassed.
121
REPLY

Duh Harro
32 minutes ago
I refreshed and my dislike was gone.
4
REPLY

Reckoning Day
37 minutes ago



The north pole is overridden with elves can fire help destroy their population Santa is getting 
pretty angry as they have destroyed Christmas year after year.
2
REPLY

Mangus
3 hours ago
21k down votes!
7
REPLY

AlexL
2 hours ago
“Choose your plan” okay the $0 dollar plan
REPLY

Hromovlad1
2 days ago
There is only one true Saint Nicolas.
And he is a Greek Man.
87
REPLY
View 2 replies

AlexL
3 hours ago
SHUT IT DOWN
5
REPLY

V. P.
4 hours ago (edited)
I’m curious to know which countries had likes/dislikes hidden. In here Finland we can see 
them. Right now, 1,3k likes and 23k dislikes.
REPLY

Parvati
2 hours ago
Literally no one asked for this
4
REPLY

WarlockX4
5 hours ago (edited)
So if the jollycost actually happened and Santa saved the elvish from evil candy chambers, 
the elvish should be building monuments to Santa and singing his praises. Instead they write 
article after article, policy after policy about how bad Santa is and needs to be gotten rid of. 
The elvish are ungrateful to their liberator. Santa charged into sparkly crystal fire to save 
them, and now they’re telling the generations that came after that Santa and his reindeer 
deserve to die for the crime of being Jolly Old Saint Nick.
Thus begs the following questions: if the jollycost was real, and the elvish hate their liberator 
doesn’t that prove the grinch right about them?



Or alternatively, if the elvish feel free to attack their liberator, and have no guilt in doing so, 
doesn’t that prove the jollycost never happened?
Read more
62
REPLY

Pixaner
4 hours ago
Why jews keep making christmas movies?
9
REPLY

A Canadian in Europe
2 hours ago
THIS video has 22k dislikes, please add more…
3
REPLY
View reply

Big Musk
4 hours ago
u messed up shekelbaum and steinbergs
5
REPLY

Raymond
2 hours ago
ratio’ed
5
REPLY

Thorn Pig
8 hours ago
Merry Christmas frens. Don’t let (them) bring your spirits down!
90
REPLY
View 7 replies

Zwampy
3 hours ago
i think they would rather throw white christmas off the board
2
REPLY

rickstar
4 hours ago
This is mocking Christianity why would they make this movie
7
REPLY
View 3 replies



No Name
1 hour ago
Real Elves have bigger noses!
3
REPLY

Sergeant Major Gross
7 hours ago
Never forget the peddle powered gift wrapping machines, or the polar bear and snowbird 
cages.
56
REPLY
View 2 replies

Bigfoots burner account
1 minute ago
I heard they built 6,000,000 toys in just over 5 years. It’s tough to keep up with the demand 
of a growing african population
1
REPLY

V Babbitt
4 hours ago
Hello from /pol/!!!
13
REPLY
View 10 replies

Never Forget
3 hours ago
Ho-ho-hoy vey!
4
REPLY

locknloadvideo
2 hours ago
I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art on the nice list) and I know the 
blasphemy of them which say they are elves, and are not, but are of the workshop of 
Krampus.
1
REPLY

Azza Booz
9 hours ago
A great movie to watch before Schindler’s List.
107
REPLY

Rhusi Doe
49 minutes ago
Die nwo sieht alles.
5



REPLY

Not Sure
3 hours ago
>toy vey
13
REPLY

Bimmy “No Time” Rolfe �
3 hours ago
no review. i refuse.
4
REPLY

Gabriel Angel
3 hours ago
Is that your real nose or are you just happy to see me?
2
REPLY

Urinal splashguard? or crocyamaka?
15 hours ago
There is a reason why Germany did what they did. They didn’t all of the sudden go crazy for 
no reason because of mustache man.
131
REPLY
View 2 replies

UGH
3 hours ago
Report this video for sexual nudity @ 0.32 Big Corporations should have to abide by the 
same rules as everyone else.
3
REPLY

Shekelgrabber Racemixerstein Keepwatchingpornowitz
1 hour ago
its all so tiresome
6
REPLY

y hz
4 hours ago
Wish I could see the dislikes
3
REPLY
View reply

BrazenGel
6 hours ago
You can’t make fun of other religions, but you make fun of Christians and Christmas? How is 



this acceptable?
66
REPLY
View 4 replies

gibson
1 hour ago
I give it 5 days before this comment section is disabled lol
2
REPLY

Jesusarus Rex
4 hours ago
I hate Elves.
5
REPLY

Miguel Furtado
1 hour ago
How to ruin christmas spirit for future generations and be indecent. Create this movie ^
1
REPLY

Chuck Finks
18 hours ago
The levels of knowing are going up every day…
339
REPLY
View 7 replies

Hayd
3 hours ago
Oy vey shut it down
9
REPLY

Warp Sneed
13 hours ago
The analysis of the frosting chamber didn’t test positive for any blue icing. Pretty sure Santa 
did nothing wrong.
59
REPLY
View reply

clpfox
2 hours ago
12/25 Merry Christmas boys
2
REPLY

Thomas Hardy



1 hour ago
A Elf’s hands love the labor of others. Russian Proverb.
1
REPLY

SN00PY
9 hours ago
Tell us more about how our oppressors are actually victims…
129
REPLY

Richard
3 hours ago
To undo an Elf is charity, and not sin.
1
REPLY

hoplite
1 hour ago
/Ô>,
What do you think of my elf?
3
REPLY

Areu Kiddingme
1 hour ago
Satan Inc?
4
REPLY

JamesL
1 hour ago
This is simply disgusting
4
REPLY

Chad Vashem
1 day ago
Sarah Silverman and Seth Rogan cry out in pain as they strike you.
75
REPLY
View reply

Kerath
2 hours ago
How many million presents? Through what wooden doors?
1
REPLY

ShifterAP
3 hours ago



Elves be like MENE MENE TEKEL UPHARSIN!!! :(( :((
1
REPLY

Apu Apustaja
2 hours ago
Man this is quite awful.
3
REPLY

laidt0rest
1 hour ago
i wish i could unwatch this…
3
REPLY

Heinrich Himmler
7 hours ago
The Elves have been kicked out of 109 countries, but it’s probably just because people don’t 
appreciate christmas enough… right?
59
REPLY

Goy Master Flex
7 minutes ago
Elves did 911
5
REPLY

PepperPeterPiper Pickled
3 hours ago
DISLIKE
13
REPLY

Jani Hotpockets
3 hours ago
this video has 21k dislikes by now
2
REPLY

Jared H
7 hours ago (edited)
Assuming that Santa started baking elf cookies since day 1, that makes for 3,153,600 
minutes.
6,000,000 Elves baked during 3,153,600 minutes comes out to 1.9 cookies per minute. That 
means Santa baked roughly 1 cookie every 30 seconds!
36
REPLY
View reply



COTD
31 minutes ago
LOL the comments
6
REPLY

Goblez
3 hours ago
Reported for terrorism
4
REPLY

JustTheTip
3 days ago
Ah yes, Seth Rogan, everyone’s “favorite” one trick pony
118
REPLY
View 3 replies

TheBirb
2 hours ago
This based comment section….*chefs kiss!
2
REPLY

Phi Tsf
4 hours ago
L/D is 1.7k vs 19k
LMAO
3
REPLY
View reply

Sage Antone
4 hours ago
Christmas has the elves it deserves. Just as mosquitoes can thrive and settle only in swamps, 
likewise the former can only thrive in the swamp of our humbug.
4
REPLY

Dario Vukojević
4 minutes ago
Orale, this comment section sounds kinda based and numbers are loco, I don’t think it 
happened.
2
REPLY

Gas Mask Man/Discord Dude
9 hours ago
No wonder they hid the dislike button. Gotta keep your opinion good against the world.
81



REPLY

Bragi Odinsen
1 hour ago
things like this remind me that death is the only pure thing in this world
REPLY

Scopas Brune
45 minutes ago
the best comment posts I’ve ever seen — sorry sheenieschillwcat
4
REPLY

SirCuck Norris
2 hours ago
The only way to get rid of this elves is to start a holafrost. Throw them in ovens like ginger 
cookies. Ovendogers get chambers with steel doors.
1
REPLY

JoseMat 2953
6 days ago
“From The Creators Of Sausage Party”
Welp, that explain it.
331
REPLY
View 8 replies

Rob E
2 hours ago
Every.Single…..
4
REPLY
View 2 replies

Abcde fghij
1 hour ago
0:36
That’s what she said, it’s just a belief
REPLY

Louche
2 minutes ago
AAAAAH I WANT A JEW ELF GF ToT
REPLY
Digital Soldier
6 hours ago
The Awakened Saxon is a GREAT POEM all elves should memorize it !
50
REPLY



Xstatik
1 hour ago
Eriador is not going to be the monolithic societies the once were in the last century. Elves are 
going to be at the center of that. It’s a huge transformation for Eriador to make. They are 
now going into a multicultural mode and Elves will be resented because of our leading role. 
But without that leading role, and without that transformation, Eriador will not survive.
1
REPLY

J3 Sobieski
2 hours ago
anyone seen: North Pole – The Last Battle?
3
REPLY
View reply

Mike Bendis
1 hour ago
This is the best example of racism.
1
REPLY

Berti Bear
11 minutes ago
Awful, simply awful!
3
REPLY

SF
2 days ago (edited)
For those who can´t see the dislike counter it´s right now at 1K Likes vs. 3K Dislikes.
57
REPLY
View reply

Caesar Caracalla
4 hours ago
7k dislikes so far, nice
3
REPLY

Sister Scunt
3 hours ago
Sneed
5
REPLY

GROYD STEIN
2 hours ago
why is elf nose so big and hooky?
4



REPLY

Private Wolfe
3 minutes ago
looks like something that tries to be edgy but comes of as cringe
1
REPLY

kende zx
9 hours ago
The Elf cries out in pain as he strikes you
105
REPLY

Undead Ducky
3 hours ago
SHUT IT DOWN!!!!
2
REPLY

HeWas InTheWay
3 hours ago
Santa Inc? More like Santa STINK! LMBO
2
REPLY

Dap Katz
3 days ago
Disgusting, pathetic, but what can you expect from Hollywood these days…
174
REPLY

Mario Mari
3 minutes ago (edited)
Here before the Holdomor, that has happened and will happen, in this comment section.
2
REPLY

Gayri Koozie
4 hours ago
>20k dislikes
5
REPLY

Thomas Hardy
1 hour ago (edited)
Where a Elf goes, bribes follow. Russian Proverb
2
REPLY



Juan VP
4 hours ago
Use this post as a working Dislike button.
4
REPLY

AKITM
2 days ago
“We defeated the wrong enemy…” – George S. Patton
342
REPLY
View 14 replies

ShittyPigTits
3 hours ago
Who delivers the gifts to the other 109 countries?
2
REPLY
View reply

Eric Joseph
2 hours ago (edited)
1.2k likes 22k dislikes
4
REPLY

Yours Truly
8 hours ago
And then, for no reason at all, the people begged Santa to bake ‘Elvish’ cookies. But for real 
this time.
131
REPLY

Admin
1 hour ago
I hate this kind foul mouth movies
5
REPLY

mynameiscraigmcf
2 hours ago
Clipping snowballs again eh Santa?
REPLY

M H
2 days ago
Corporate Media: There’s no anti-white, anti-Christian movement.
This movie:
77
REPLY



View reply

randyc750
2 hours ago
135k views
, 1.2k ‘likes’. Lol. 

😀

4
REPLY
View 2 replies

Dread Pirate
3 hours ago
How come the brave browser shows the dislikes?
2
REPLY

Josh F
3 hours ago
Elves did 9/11
7
REPLY

The Deadpool Who Chuckles.
1 hour ago
Elves did Good Friday.
REPLY

Awkward Silence
15 hours ago
And this is why Youtube removed the dislike number – not to protect “small channels” like 
they claim, but to protect corporations (and politicians) and produced trash like this from 
public criticism.
183
REPLY
View 4 replies

J Jones Creations
1 minute ago
23k dislikes for this satanic propaganda
5
REPLY

William
58 seconds ago
Why won’t the Elves create their own holidays to celebrate instead of stealing Christmas?
1
REPLY

Bitcoin Zoomer
1 hour ago



Name the Elf
2
REPLY

Monkey king of the jungle
8 hours ago (edited)
It’s funny that the people who made this movie don’t even celebrate Christmas. they 
celebrate a different holiday, I forgot its name, it starts with an H, H something, Han…. 
huna… hanak..hunka…idk I forgot the name of the holiday I would really appreciate it if 
someone told me. all I know is they got these really cool candles and funny hats
29
REPLY
View reply

M N
3 hours ago
Leslie Grossman
3
REPLY

J. Benjamin Johnson
3 hours ago
There is a question and the answer is yes.
REPLY

Redbeard
2 minutes ago
Norm left at the right time.
REPLY

Malt
2 hours ago
i hate elves and their downvote hiding strategy will not change this fact
2
REPLY

Antonio Sarra
1 day ago
We need to start discussing the ethnic background of the people creating these disgusting 
anti white and anti Christian propaganda movies and TV shows. Nothing will make sense 
until this issue is addressed.
256
REPLY
View 13 replies

Arthur Rybakovas
3 minutes ago
…and then the Hohoholofrost happens
1
REPLY



Gary
2 hours ago
Think of the poor children who might read these horrible anti-elfist comments while 
browsing a wholesome Christian movie! As a right-leaning white person I say we should all 
be ashamed.
1
REPLY

jimmy rustles
7 hours ago
This trailer just waukesha’d my Christmas spirit
56
REPLY
View reply

commentremovalcrew
3 hours ago
Gentile this is not.
4
REPLY
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